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Compelling Curiosity
H

ome Depot. Saturday afternoon. Me with two nephews.
17 y- ear-old nephew: If a zombie were chasing you, which tool would you use as a
weapon?
Me: W hat??
15-year old nephew: Come on. A zombie is right behind you! What do you choose?
17-year old nephew: And, you have to tell us why you made your choice.
I stared at Home Depot's selection of picks, axes and hatchets, dropped my head in
laughter and played along. Never mind that I was in a hurry-that the plan was to spend
about three minutes getting spray paint before leaving. The guys were being creative.
Inquisitive. Goofy too, but hey, they're teenagers.
I scanned the assortment of tools for a few moments before settling on a pick.
Me: I'd use this pick because it has a really long handle and I can stay as far away from
the zombie as possible.
They both smiled,
obviously pleased with my
answer, and we headed to
the spray paint aisle.

I

've thought about that
day often, not just
because of how random
and silly it was, but
because my nephews'
spontaneous line of
questioning showed that
they're curious. And
curiosity is a good thing.
It's what prompted auto
giantJackRoush (MA70)
to disassemble and rebuild clocks as a five-year-old, before moving on to go-carts and
Mustangs and the various Ford vehicles that today race around NASCAR tracks (p. 22).
It's what led Provost Jack Kay to journey west and observe a white supremacist group,
then testify before the U.S. Civil Rights Commission (p. 28 ). It was the impetus for
Professor Stephen McGregor's research on the most efficient running style (p. 9).
This magazine is filled with stories that are the result of someone's quest for
knowledge. TI1at's the beauty of working at a university. We are surrounded by people
who continually ask "why?"- people who question and probe and research and never
tire of uncovering information and ideas.
If life is an exploration, then we, too, should embrace this type of everyday creativity.
We just need to stay one step ahead of the zombies. - DG

Mike Andaloro (BFA75)
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Eastern Michigan University is committed
to excellence in teaching, the extension
of knowledge through basic and applied
research, and creative and artistic expression.
Building on a proud tradition of national
leadership in the preparation of teachers, we
maximize educational opportunities and
personal and professional growth for students
from diverse backgrounds through an array
of baccalaureate, master's and doctoral
programs.We provide a student-focused
learning environment that positively affects
the lives of students and the community.We
extend our commitment beyond the campus
boundaries to the wider community through
service initiatives and partnerships of mutual
interest addressing local, regional, national and
international opportunities and challenges.
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Mixed Sources

P1oduct group from wtll·mdnag,d
forests, controll,d sources and
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From the President

The Most Exciting Time at Eastern

E

astern's campus is always a great place to be
especially at the beginning of a new academic year.
W hat a joy to see the excited faces of new students
moving into residence halls, hugging family and friends
farewell as they take the first step on a journey to a new future;
the smiling can-do attitude of our many "seasoned" students
who volunteer their time to help new students find their
way; the proud, encouraging looks from our faculty and staff
participating in the launch of another academic year.
If there is one thing I have learned during my years in
higher education, it is that no two academic years are ever the
same. 1his year promises to bring its own unique rewards
particularly when you consider the massive work underway
across campus.
With the extensive construction of the science complex
addition, including a planetarium, heading down the home
stretch to completion this fall, and the complete renovation
of Pray-Harrold, along with many other projects large
and small-our campus is in an unbelievable period of
rejuvenation and renewal.
If you haven't been here for a while, now is the time to
come back and visit. Take a stroll on campus. Come cheer
at a football game. We have never looked better! McKenny
Hall, formerly known as McKenny Union, is being revitalized.
Classrooms are being added, along with a student gathering
area and a new food service outlet that will bring new energy,
and new dining and meeting options, to the south part of
campus. The First-Year Center also is receiving a thorough
facelift-with exterior walls being cleaned and new windows,
window frames and elevators complementing the interior
work completed previously.
As a result of the work at the science center and at Pray
Harrold, many faculty and staff offices, classrooms and labs
have been moved across campus. Finding where classes and
offices are could have presented a real challenge. But thanks to
the new GIS mapping system that you can find on our website,
people can search by faculty name or class and find exactly
where the new location is, complete with maps and directions.
Speaking of the website, have you noticed our new look?
We've made it easier to search and navigate and more user-

focused, supported with better architecture to allow for greater
multi-media information delivery. We listened to you when
we designed it. Check out our new video page-and be sure
to click on "Stories of Zero:' You can watch fun videos of our
students and parents talking about the personal impact of the
" 0-0-0" initiative. Don't miss the video on the "big fat zero,"
comprised of Eastern faculty, students, alumni and employees,
which appeared in USA Today.
Speaking of numbers, we are pleased with the initial
success of the capital campaign we've named "INVEST.
INSPIRE:' Gifts large and small continue to roll in, as we

Eastern students, faculty and staff gathered in June for a picnic and
photo/video shoot to promote 0% from the "0-0-0" initiative. USA
Today dubbed the photo the "big fat zero." Check emich.edu/zero
for details, comparisons and videos about the initiative.

work to expand a culture of giving among current students
and alumni, current and emeritus faculty, as well as current
and retired staff. The "INVEST. INSPIRE:' website features
wonderful stories that highlight the impact of giving to
Eastern. Please take time to learn more at emufoundation.org.
Thank you for all you do to support this wonderful
institution. I look forward to hearing from you or seeing you
soon. Contact me at president@)emich.edu. Better yet, come
back to campus and tell us about your success. I!
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Being Green Is Second Nature
S

teps taken to reduce Eastern
Michigan University's carbo1
footprint are saving millions of
dollars and attracting students
who care about the planet as
much as they do about their
own personal future.
From July 2008 to July 2010,
the University reduced its utility
budget by more than $4 million
a year. Half the savings should
be realized annually, according
to Steven Moore 11, EMU's en
ergy and sustainability manager.
Moore expects natural gas
rates, which fell almost a third i1
just two years, to stay lower, and
an emphasis on energy conser
vation to continue paying off.
In the last two years, electrical
usage is down 5.6 percent and
steam production is down 17.5
percent.
"These savings are a result
of both energy efficiency
projects and a savings mentality
on campus," says Moore. "There
are many dedicated and caring
individuals on campus who
want to reduce our impact on
the environment, and it shows
through their efforts to reduce
our energy use."
EMU promotes green living
through an initiative called
Earning Our Colors.
For its part, the University
planted more than 100 trees
last year and has plans to do it
again.
"We have given the campus
a more natural appearance over
the last 16 months, from adding
a number of natural rocks to
improving the landscape by
adding rolling mounds," says
Moore. "The University is more
aesthetically pleasing, enticing
people to visit campus more
often."
The commitment to green
living is one reason students
choose EMU, Moore believes.
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"More than 60 percent of stu
dents look at the environmental
sustainability of a campus
before they make a choice," he
says. "It may not be a top rea
son, but they do consider it."
Last October, the University
launched a program to make
sure everyone had access to
recycling stations. Within three
months every residence hall and
building for offices, classrooms
and athletics had a place to
recycle paper, magazines, card
board, plastics 1-7, plastic bags,
cans, aluminum, tin, glass and
even batteries, light bulbs, tires
and pallets.
In the first five months
of 2010, students and staff
recycled 20 tons more material
than during the same period in
2009.
"That just goes to show how
environmentally friendly people
are on campus," says Moore.
"Next, we'll do exterior recycling
stations for high-traffic areas
like the Library and McKenny
Hall. And for what we don't take,
students can arrange pickup
through the physical plant."

T

he University chose Chevron
Energy Solutions to identify
ways to save energy in resi
dence halls. Chevron audited
16 buildings and with the staff
picked the three most pressing
needs.
The University addressed
problems related to the pipes
carrying water to heat Hill,
Hoyt and Pittman residence
halls and Dining Commons Ill.
The line had so many leaks it
was removed from the central
heating plant system. The
outlying complex got a new hot
water boiler plant that will save
$179,881 a year.
Also, about 750 metal-frame
windows that were 50 to 60

tears old we -e replaced at the
3rown and 11,junson apartme,t
:)Uildings, re;ulting in an anrual
energy savirg of $43,100.
Wise Hall the last residerce
1all to use st=an heat, also g::>t
3n upgrade. The old system bad

only one them·,)stat for every
11oor, and SOTE:e rooms got so
hot students� E-:)t windows
open in thew n:er to regulate
1he tempera:u1e. With the new
hot water hea:mg system, ther
mostats wer>:! installed in each

roe r. Th,e individual tempera
tuP- control; mean comfc:rt for
do-rn d.l\ellers and savin� of
about �7 30) a year.
The11re� projects coi:just
un:ler � 7 mil ion, but con,ider
in£ the<111n•al savings, 2C-year

lifetimes �nd natural ga; rate
fluctuaticrs, Moore esti,1ates
they will pay for themselves in
12 to 15 y-=ars.
"We v-.ew this as a pc,sitive
economic payback," he 5ays.
The U 1 versity is bui ding

on its reputation as one of the
country's most environmentally
responsible campuses with the
expansion of the science com
plex. "We will increase square
;ootage by 33 percent and
energy usage by nothing," says

Moore. "We expect it to use no
more energy than it did before."
The new construction is
another example of how the
University will earn its colors for
years to come. Cl
-Catherine Kavanaugh
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A Star-Studded Attraction Comes to New Science Complex

S

tars will be everywhere
when the planetarium
opens in Eastern Michigan's
new science complex-cosmic
stars, that is. After originally
designing a room with an
arched ceiling on the build
ing's top floor, architects
tweaked the plans to create
a domed space in which to
showcase stars, planets and
celestial events.
The dome hangs over an
atrium that runs from the
basement to the top floor.
"From the bottom, where two
Michigan boulders represent
earth, you can look up to the
28-foot-diameter dome and
get a unique view of the heav
ens," says James Carroll, head

8
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of the physics and astronomy
department.
The distinctive look of the
facility has piqued the curios
ity of passers-by. More than
just a feast for the eyes, Carroll
said the facility will have
multiple uses: as a classroom,
planetarium and science edu
cation facility.
When complete, the room
will feature 37 reclining seats,
controlled lighting and full
360-degree projection. It also
will have a smart board, mi
crophones and sound system.
All this high-tech equipment
will enable audiences to see
celestial events as if they were
happening in real time.
"One of the big challenges

we have in Michigan is the
weather," says Carroll. "This
facility and the projection sys
tem are designed to resemble
the real sky."
A variety of planetarium
shows are available in pre
packaged software. According
to Carroll, standard packages show the sky in different
seasons.
More exotic packages, usu
ally narrated by astronauts or
famous actors from Star Wars
or Star Trek, highlight super
novas, comets, space missions
and different planets.

T

he department has raised
$55,000 to cover the cost
of the planetarium projector.

Carroll said another $45,000
is needed for the planetarium
shows, lighting and audio
system.
The planetarium will be
open to the public at certain times. "We can pair the
planetarium with Sherzer
Observatory and really make
the experience worth the
trip for school children," says
Carroll. "They can learn about
astronomy in the planetarium
and then go to the observa
tory to see the real thing."
No date has been set for
the opening of the plan
etarium, but the new science
complex is scheduled for
completion this fall. Ill
-Lisa Donovan

through space. He also monitors
how they move their arms and
how costly that is.
"Determining if someone is a
good or a bad runner traditionally
has been very subjective," says
McGregor. "We're making it more
objective."
He has been gathering data
on skilled and recreational run
ners, measuring acceleration in
the three axes of up/down, left/
right, and fore/aft. He also looks
at their aerobic engines, or V02
max, which is the volume of oxy
gen consumed while exercising at
maximum capacity.
After comparing scores of
high-level runners, McGregor
found that no two of them run
exactly the same way in terms of
form or stride. However, from his
research, McGregor says he has a
good idea of what distinguishes
good runners in terms of energy
•

Tracking Speed
esearch on the sprill[er� and
distance runners at Easte·n
Michigan University col.Id c;ive
runners everywhere a leg u::i on
the r competition.
For about four years, cross
comtry and track team a1em:iers
ha"'=! donned facemaskswitn
hoses feeding into backpad::.! t,at
R

measJre air intake, as well as wire
less sensors hooked to their arms
and lower-middle back.
A, they run on treadmills
and t:-acks and through neigh
borhoods, Professor Stephen
McGregor of the school of
healt1 promotion and hu
man Jerformance tracks their

movement pa:terns. His area
of expertise is the use of new
technology, specifically high
resolution ao:?,ercmeters, to
monitor traini 1q and what it
means to run "All.
On a Iapt�·, V1cGregor views
graphs of the ,otion of the run
ners' center o1 Tass as they move

I

I

"It appears as though up
and-down and side-to-side
movement is not that impor
tant," says McGregor. "The com
mon theme of good runners
relative to their engines is that
they decelerate and accelerate
less than others fore/aft. Every
time your foot hits the ground
you decelerate a bit. Your body
oscillates around the speed you
want to maintain. It's a small
thing you can't see without
high-resolution sensors."
Good runners don't slow
down as much when their feet
land. The question then becomes
how to accomplish that.
The only common theme is
to run a lot, especially against
people who push your limit, says
McGregor. The only thing you
have to do consciously is run fast
and challenge your body to learn
to run more skillfully.
Skillful running is an uncon
scious, evolutionary process
where the body finds its own best
way to run economically, accord
ing to McGregor. l!I
-Catherine Kavanaugh
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When the Work Is the Play
J

oe Zettelmaier says he
doesn't know exactly how
many plays he's written, but it's
more than 30, and "I believe I've
had somewhere between 15
and 20 produced."
Those are pretty impres·
sive numbers for a 35-year-old,
especially one who's also taught
a class in dramatic composi
tion and playwriting at Eastern
Michigan since 2006, serves
as director of student produc·
tions at Ann Arbor Pioneer High
School, is an associate artist at
Performance Network Theatre
in Ann Arbor, and, oh yes, still
holds down a full-time day job.
Staged readings are vital
precursors to production, and
five of his plays have received
them at Eastern in the last two
years. One was his first musical,
"Blackwater Ballad," co-written
with local musician Brian Lillie, a
retelling of the myth of Orpheus
and Eurydice set in the Louisi
ana bayous in the 1930s, which

10
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got a full production in July at
the Village Theatre at Cherry
Hill in Canton. Another was
"Night Blooming," which will
become his first play to get a
full production at EMU, January
19-23 in Sponberg Theatre.
The list of his honors is as
eye-catching as his prolific
fecundity. He is a two-time
nominee for the American The·
atre Critics Association Award
for best new play, in 2006 for
"All Childish Things" and in 2007
for "Language Lesson."
"The Stillness Between
Breaths" was selected to appear
in the 2005 National New Play
Network's Festival of New Plays,
as was "It Came From Mars" in
2008. An Edgerton Foundation
New American Play Award in
2009, also for "It Came from
Mars," funded an additional
two weeks of rehearsal that
helped make it possible for the
play to be presented at both
Performance Network and the

Williamston Theatre.
Zettelmaier sees his work at
Eastern as an integral compo
nent of his creative process.
Teaching the playwriting
course, he says, "has been
a lot of fun, kind of reverse·
engineering the way I write, the
lessons I've learned along the
way, and explaining it to oth
ers. It's very useful for me, as it
helps keep my mind moving in
different directions. I try to fight
any stagnancy in my writing,
and teaching helps me think
outside the box."
As for his experience with
student actors in the staged
readings, and now the upcom·
ing full production, "the biggest
challenge is the time crunch,"
he says, "but the reward is the
dedication. They're as dedicat
ed as you could possibly ask for.
They recognize the challenges
we face, and hit the ground
running. I'm really thrilled with
their work."
Zettelmaier wrote his first
play during a year-long appren-

ticeship at Purple Rose Theatre
Company in Chelsea in the late
'90s.
"They were producing a
Dark Night," he recalls, "mean
ing a show written, produced,
directed by and starring the
apprentices. They asked if any·
one wanted to write anything, I
decided to try it, and that's how
it happened."
After graduating from the
program, he got a job as a stage
manager at the Gem Theatre
in Detroit. He wrote his next
play, "Science Friction," in his
off hours, and saved enough
money from his salary to pro·
duce it at the Tree Town Festival
at Performance Network. It
received good reviews, and
opportunities started coming
his way, including the one at
Eastern Michigan.
"I've been blessed to work
so much with EMU," he says. "I
really love the theatre program
here, and those who make it
work." I!
-Jeff Mortimer
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Students like Chris Knight use the
Reacting to the Past method to
"act out" different moments in
history.

"victory objectives" informed
by classic texts in the history of
ideas.
Class sessions are run en
tirely by students. Instructors
advise and guide them, and
grade their oral and written
contributions. The games draw
students into the past, promote
engagement with major ideas
and improve speaking, writing
and leadership skills.
Last fall semester, Higbee
used the method in his History
115 class, "Making American So
ciety: Race, Ethnicity and Gen
der in Historical Perspective."
Students in the class played
three Reacting games, includ
ing "Red Clay, 1835: Cherokee
Removal and the Meaning of
Sovereignty;' developed by Jace
and Laura Weaver, husband and
wife faculty members at the
University of Georgia. Laura is
a scholar of Native American

Living History

literature and Jace directs the
university's Institute of Native
American Studies.
Reacting to the Past games
engage students on many lev
els, Higbee says. They interact
with one another while doing
intellectual work, engaging in
research, giving speeches, and
trying to "win" the game. "They
learn and have fun, and devote
far more hours to the class than
what is typical for introductory
level classes;' Higbee says.
The Reacting games nearly
always motivate and inspire
students, even those who enter
the class with lower skill levels.
"It demands a lot of students,
but they rise to those demands
because they want to win the
game, and they form close
bonds with their peers on the
same team," Higbee says.
Mbala-Nkanga says she
loves Reacting to the Past. "It
makes a particular part of his
tory very personal;' she says.
"We are no longer just reading
about a particular event that

by Geoff Larcom

T

he scene is a meeting hall
in 1835. Members of the
Cherokee National Council
actually students in Professor
Mark Higbee's class in Pray
Harrold-debate their response
to the U.S. Government's order
to leave their native land,
evacuate Georgia and head to
lands west of the Mississippi, in
what's now Oklahoma. Conten
tious statements fill the air.
Playing the part of John
Ross, chief of the Cherokee
people, sophomore Olivia
Mbala-Nkanga calls the class to
order, the group quickly repli
cating the kind of mingling and
sense of urgency that would

12
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precede this early 19th century
gathering.
Ross underlines the Chero
kee desire to stay and fight. "I
refuse to believe that my peo
ple are weak and unable to face
what is to come;' Mbala-Nkanga
says convincingly. "It will not
be easy. The one thing I will not
give up is hope . . . I will stand
our ground on your behalf."
The class offers a vivid
example of a new method of
teaching that Higbee and other
professors around the country
have embraced. Reacting to
the Past involves elaborate
games, set in the past, in which
students are assigned roles with

Olivia Mbala-Nkanga (left) calls the method "brilliant," while Kenny Mis (not
pictured) says it "showed me new ways for students to learn and be competitive
with their learning."

The Reacting method motivates
and inspires students. It requires
them to engage the material on a
whole new level- even to "live"
alternate points of view.

hai:pened way back then. ln
ste;ad for a little while, we ARE
part cf that history.
'It forces us to look at other
poi,t; of view. Actually not just
loo,, :,ut also live those points
ohieN:'

N

ct that Mbala-Nkanga
liked all characters she
aortrilyed. In another game,
;he fi led the role of Daniel

Webster, whose perspective
on life differed from hers, to
put it mildly. She learned to
"put myself aside" and embody
the person by reading primary
documents.
Mbala-Nkanga says that
Reacting not only tests one's
knowledge of history, it also
strengthens public speaking
and debating capabilities.
As part of the Cherokee

SEE FOR YOURSELF ON HOMECOMING WEEKEND
�nt to participate in Reacting to the Past? Professors Heather Neff
a11d \ilark Higbee have created a game based on "The Narrative of the
Life Jf Frederick Douglass," and alumni are encouraged to take part.
Ptrllilps your role will be Daniel Webster. Or Henry David Thoreau. Or
Saah Grimke.
Spaoe is limited, and advanceregistration is required.
Reacting to the Past
Sunday, Oct. 3
, noon to 5:30 p.m.
• lunch provided
• no fee
E-m1il Higbee at mhigbee@emich.edu or call 734.483.3924 to register.

debate simulation, members of
the class questioned the length
of Ross' leadership, wondering if
it was time for a new election as
a show of Cherokee credibility.
Class member Chris Knight,
playing the role of Red Eagle,
spoke sharply on Ross' behalf,
saying the chief had done an
"adequate" job representing the
C herokee nation. "By changing
leadership, you are telling the
opposition, 'We are conflicted;"
Knight said. Such waffling pro
motes the notion that"We can
take your land, because you are
divided;' Knight said.
Student Josh Schwanke,
playing the role of deputy
commissioner, got peppered
with questions over the gov
ernment's offer of $3.5 million
for Cherokee Nation's precious
lands. Schwanke patiently
answered questions, but was
clearly only a figurehead. Sym
bolically behind him was the
gloved fist of President Andrew
Jackson, who stood ready to
mount horses and force the

issue. The historical lesson: De
spite the protests and talk, this
is a fait accompli for the Chero
kee people.
"I've taken quite a few his
tory courses and have even
enjoyed the lecture format, but
I find that I absolutely love the
Reacting method;' Mbala-Nkan
ga says. "It is brilliant:'
EMU is integrating the
method into its freshman
curriculum. Such an intense,
stimulating experience will
promote student engagement,
the thinking goes.
The method was on display
at a regional conference held
at EMU last semester, attended
by scholars from around the
country. Participants played a
compressed version of one of
two Reacting to the Past games:
"Charles Darwin, the Copley
Medal, and the Rise of Natural
ism, 1862-64" or "Defining a
Nation: India on the Eve of In
dependence, 1945:'
Barnard College history professor Mark Carnes,
who invented the Reacting
method, attended the Eastern
conference and ran the India
game. He passed out notes to
help clarify issues and urge
people on in their roles as the
conference room in the EMU
Student Center became a po
litically charged meeting hall
in India.
Says Carnes: "My goal has
been to liberate students from
the constraints of their own
sense of self, while imposing
the social and political rules of
the past and binding students
temporarily to particular ideo
logical viewpoints:'
In other words, a powerful
exercise in empathy. I!
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A Conversation with Leigh Greden
Big challenges are best met witlr
big ideas. Tire new guy with the

long title (executive director

of government and community

relations), Leigh Greden came to

EM U at an opp ortune time. Witl,
tire help of Chad Wing (director

of state and federal relatiorrs)

and Marge Preston (executive

assistarrt), Greden intends to

garner the attention of legislators
and advocate for matters

important to Eastern. Wlrat

tops Iris list? Tire acquisition

of capital outlay fundingfor
tire Strong Hall p roject, and

building sustainable alumni and

community support for the Eagle
Caucus.

Eastern: What do you think uniquely prepares you to have success in your -ate at Eastern?

C reden: One is that I'm a r.ative ofthi� area. I've lived in Washtenaw Cc,u:ty since I
was nine months old. Second, I was a ocal elected official for six years. 1l11t has already
i: roven to be helpful when working wih legislators at the federal, state .:1.nc local level,
l:ecause l understand what types of things they're looking for when exaoi.n.ing an issue.
1 4 Eastern I FALL 201 o

1hird, I came to this job with a good understanding of East
ern, having been an outside attorney representing the Univer
sity for the last several years. And I'll add one more. I'm a very
energetic person, and I think you need that in a job like this.

Eastern: How would you describe what you do? A.re you a lob
byist? A PR person ? A liaison?
Greden: Jack of all trades [laughs]. Our primary mission is

Senate Autism Workgroup. This is a group of state senators
who want to develop legislation to help families with autistic
children deal with therapy, treatment, insurance issues, etc.
So the workgroup decided to have some hearings around the
state, and they selected us to host their first hearing. We were
thrilled with that.
Eastern: Overall, what do you think are some of the biggest
issues facing Eastern in terms of the work that you do?

to support the University's initiatives at the federal, state and
local level, plus outreach into the nonprofit and business
Greden: Higher education funding at the state level has been
community. At the federal level, Eastern's faculty receives mil
cut year after year because of the state budget crisis, and it
hurts all universities. Another hot issue is a pro
lions of dollars a year in grants and earmarks
posal in Lansing to allow concealed weapons
from Congress. One of my jobs is not only to
"Ourjob is not
protect those funding streams in a very difficult
to be carried on college campuses. We have
only to monitor
heard significant opposition from students. A
fiscal climate in Washington, D.C., but ideally
to expand them. We're taking proactive steps
third issue is infrastructure on campus. The
higher education
University is investing a significant amount of
with our faculty and our governmental consul
funding... but also
money
on new infrastructure, and we would
tant in Washington, D.C., to make sure that we
to determine when
as a University are pursuing initiatives in line
like
to
see
additional state support for improve
the University
ments, particularly for Strong Hall. 1hat's our
with Washington's priorities.
wants to take a
top legislative priority-a capital outlay for
position on some
Strong Hall. We believe it makes good sense for
Eastern: Can you give an example?
thing, and to advo
the state to invest in capital outlays in general
cate vigorously."
Greden: We'll be bringing in senior staffers
because it will help create jobs. But in particular, the Strong Hall project is deserving of a
from three congressional offices to meet with
faculty and talk about the current environment
capital outlay because of our "0-0-0" initiative
for earmarks and grants. What are the hot issues ? What are
on tuition, room and board. It's a good opportunity for the
the tips for securing earmarks and grants? 1he environment
state to incentivize holding the line on tuition.
in Washington, D.C., is changing significantly, and there may
be certain areas receiving new funding and we may not ki1ow
Eastern: How can alumni help? How can they get involved?
about them.
Greden: The most significant way alumni can help is to partici
Eastern: How about at the state level?
pate in the legislative caucus, a program in which alumni vol
unteer to periodically call, write or e-mail their legislators to
Greden: Lansing controls a significant amount of what we do.
advocate for legislation that's favorable to EMU. It's something
Our job in this office is not only to monitor things like higher
you can do from the comfort of your home, at your conve
education funding, grant and scholarship funding, and capital
nience. It's sometimes difficult for us to convince a legislator
outlay funding but also to determine when the University
who's not from Washtenaw County why they should spend
wants to take a position on something. When we have taken
time with or listen to EMU. Our alumni are our connection to
a position, we then advocate vigorously in order to achieve
those legislators. It helps keep us on their radar and respon
our goal. We also receive calls from legislators asking for
sive to the positive message we have to deliver. And then they
information about an issue for a constituent. We were recently
remember us when it's time to make important decisions. The
selected to host the first state-wide meeting of the State
website is emich.edu/ govrelations/ emucaucusjs.php I!
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10 Things EMU Alumni
Should Do This Homecoming
by Bill Barr

EMU's long-lost sons and
daughters come home again
for Homecoming! This
year'sfootball match up,
against the Ohio University
Bobcats on Oct. 2, will be
the 84th Homecoming game
for EMU. Take heart-the
green and white are 43-38-2
in Homecoming games. But
it's notjust about the game.
Here are 10 more things to
do when you come backfor
Homecoming:

ingos, Eastern Stables,
uds Factory, Spaghetti
Bender, Hungry Charley's,
Wooden Nickel, and the
Huron Inn, have given
up the ghost. And some
are still here: Sidetrack,
Aubrey's, Ted 's Drugs, Tap
Room, Theo's and Haab's.

in the parade. During
pre-game show, the
arade of Nations will travel
und the track encircling
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the football field. EMU has
more than 1,000 students
from about 90 nations, and
many will carry the flags of
their home countries. You
can pre-register to carry a
flag and join the parade by
emailing ois@)emich.edu.
oke your head into

ail gate tent located at
th' entrance to Rynearson
Stadium. There will be food,
clowns and face painting for the little ones. The
EMU cheerleaders and the
marching band will pass
through and little girls will
be dressed like cheerleaders.
But you don't have to watch
the game (or dress like a
cheerleader) to visit the
tailgate tent.
laying the pre-game show
wit the EMU Marching
:&,id. Or sing along as they
play "The Star-Spangled
Banner" and the EMU
fight song. Don't worry; the

words haven't changed much
since you were on campus.

like you used to do
ile looking for a parkR spot). Be sure you (and
your car) are sporting the
EMU green and white logo.
You might win a prize from
the "spirit police" while the
EMU police are writing you
a ticket for driving on the
sidewalk.

ruise campus in your

Center, Convocation
Center, Halle Library, com
puters, projectors-and the
Pray-Harrold renovation in
progress. Groan in anguish
at the facilities today's stu
dents have. Bring your stick,
to show them what you had
when you were their age.

isit your favorite de
rtment and pro-

Con �oods, professor, African

American Studies

they are still where you
last saw them. Offices
have scattered all over
campus recently. You
might discover some
participants in the cam
pus-wide Homecoming
door/office decorating

contest. In case your favorite
professor's office looks like
a bird's nest, remember: this
year's Homecoming theme is
"United We Swoop."

W dnesday night at the

i ersity Park by the lake in
t of the Student Center.
Take your "thermos" to keep
you warm. Resist the urge to
tell the students to turn the
@)#$?! music down. Watch
them stare at you like you
stared at your parents.

e a stroll around EMU's

Indoor Practice Facility
e football field. It's ru
ored that a sizable enough
donation might put your
name on it. Right now many
are leaning toward calling
it "The Bubble." Somebody
should pony up the dough
and name it before it be
comes the "Paris Hilton Field
House."

o ecoming dinner, pre
pared from Michigan-grown
products. It's all-you-can-eat,
so try to gain the " Freshman
1 5" in one sitting. !!I
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A Grant for Greatness

W

hen Detroit Public
Schools (DPS) students
burst through the doors and
head down the halls for the
start of the 2012 school year,
a new breed of math and sci
ence teachers will be waiting
for them. These teachers will
bring firsthand experience
from careers in biophysics,
astronomy, industrial chemis
try and many other intriguing
fields where knowledge of
math and science is invaluable.
The educators' real-world
experiences will have been
augmented by Eastern Michi
gan University's new Woodrow
Wilson Teaching Fellowship,
affiliated with the Woodrow
Wilson National Fellowship
Foundation.
"It's an incredible oppor
tunity to guide the transfor
mation of scientists into the
next generation of science
teachers, who will in turn help
produce the next generation
of scientists in the Detroit
Public Schools," says James
Carroll, head of EMU's physics
and astronomy department.
America has a significant
shortage of math and science
teachers, which has serious im
plications for students' future
employment prospects. Carroll
cites "green" jobs as one area
that's particularly based in
math and the sciences. "Physi
cists are on the leading edge
of wind and solar technology, chemists are developing
fuel cells and geologists are
looking into biofuels," he says.
"The green economy starts
in these schools with science
teachers."
The fellowship program is
designed to address the chal
lenging teacher deficit. The
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goal is to have states rethink
teacher education programs
and encourage new talent to
enter the profession, particu
larly in low-income urban and
rural secondary schools.
In January 2010, President
Barack Obama praised the
expansion to Michigan and
Ohio of the Woodrow Wilson
Teaching Fellowships, initially
launched in Indiana in 2007.
EMU is among six Michigan
universities and four in Ohio
selected to participate.
In all three states, the
fellowships are funded by
a combination of state and
private organizations. The W.
K. Kellogg Foundation has
agreed to provide more than

$16 million in funding to the
Michigan universities offering
the program. Eastern will get
the fellowships underway with
$1 million, half from the Kel
logg Foundation and the other
half from the University.

N

elson Maylone, director of the W. K. Kellogg
Foundation Woodrow Wilson
Michigan Teaching Fellowship,
says the funds will primarily be
used for planning and imple
menting the program and
supervising the fellows.
In June, faculty from DPS
and from the University's Col
lege of Education and College
of Arts and Sciences gathered
on campus for a week-long

planning retreat to design the
master's degree fellowship
program. Maylone describes
the sessions as intense and full
of promise.
"The faculty is universally ex
cited about the project. There's
a high level of enthusiasm all
around," says Maylone, associ
ate professor of teacher educa
tion at Eastern. "They see this as
a win-win opportunity for their
departments, for our Fellows
and for Detroit students."
Before fellowship candi
dates even set foot on campus,
the Woodrow Wilson National
Fellowship Foundation will
have put them through a rigor
ous selection process includ
ing interviews, mock teaching

and writing. Candidates who meet
the Foundation's high standards will
receive a $30,000 stipend while par
ticipating in EMU's fellowship teacher
education program. Fellows agree
to teach for three years at high-need
urban or rural schools-in this case,
Detroit Public Schools.
The fellowship program will require
a higher level of scholarship than the
traditional program. Maylone and his
team are aiming for a Rhodes Scholar
level of teacher preparation. "We're
getting people at a new level, so we
need to provide programs at a new
level for them," he says.
iscussions have revolved around
D
four elements essential for devel
oping superior math and science teach

ers. First, courses will be grounded in
educational research and focused on
the specific needs of Detroit students.
Second, there will be a strong cohort
approach. Fellows will work together
and support each other through all
aspects of the program.
Third, the program will provide
meaningful field work, which will differ
from traditional student teaching in
length, intensity and levels of innova
tion. "We have the opportunity to
develop field work for students that
we weren't able to do before," says
Maylone. "You almost can't give future
teachers enough field work."
Lastly, mentoring will be an ongoing
component of the fellowship program.
Fellows will be offered strong mentor
ing from EMU and DPS faculty through
out the program and for a minimum of
three years into their teaching career.
"We hope we can make a real dif
ference in Detroit students' lives," says
Maylone.
Maylone also sees broader implica
tions for Eastern Michigan's Woodrow
Wilson Teaching Fellowship. "We're try
ing to develop the best post-bachelor's
teacher development program for math
and science teachers anywhere," he
says, as he anticipates the arrival of the
first 20 Fellows in May 2011. "If the fel
lowship works really well, it may act as
a test tube for innovation and dissemi
nate from EMU across the nation." C!I
-Lisa Donovan

My Inspiration
Deborah Heyl-Clegg
professor, chemistry
Areas of expertise: Peptide Medicinal Chemistry; Biochem st,y; Pharmaceutical
Development
Research interests: Chemical Structure-Bioactivity Relatior � 1-iDs, Peptide-Membrane
Interactions, Enzyme Inhibition, Diabetes, Antimicrobial Peptid:!s, Opiate Peptides
Inspiration: Having a positive impact on people's lives. "W'rer I gravitated toward
math and science as a kid, my parents encouraged that inte--e:t. Later, teachers and
college professors guided me and deepened my aspiration =m .iedical research. So
it means a lot to me to relp nurture that interest in other pE-OJ:le, especially in girls
and young women. When I coached the Science Olympiad •:io:ions'team at my son's
elementary school last ),ear, I loved seeing kids' eyes light up a3 they learned basic lab
techniques and realized science is the key to understandin£ h•Jw things work. I've had
research students in my lab who were already mothers or o,arned to have :hildren,
and it has been inspiring to see them go on to successfully balance science careers
and family life. I love hearing from students how their experieni:es in my research
group not only trained them but also influenced their can�e-- a1d life paths, prepared
trem for life's challenges and helped them discover their gi"'ts Knowing that I made
an impression is very fulfilling:'
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er,njs Beagen has news for an.rbody who dreads ·:ieing
asked for a donation, anyone who has ever chan5ed
D
channels to avoid a PBS fu:1d:aising drive, anyor e who
has let the phone ring rather lh m face another aiunni
scholru·ship appeal.
The people r.i.aking the pitch, .Bea;5s1 says, are somet:mes as
reluctant to maloc it as you are to rece � it. As the head cf the
CJ!ll1TIU11icatiom, media and theatre (TS department at Eastern
I\1ichigan University, Beagen has pro..eJ to be skilled at ,aising
money for the Cniversity's nationally·r=cogruzed debate team
and theatre program. But he knows tha: not everyone embraces
the job the way he has.
"There's a sq·Jeanushness about a�k..ng for money," he says.
"You don't want to be the one to put :cmeone on the sp•Jt:'
2)
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Beag=n and cd: ers at the Uni.versi -:y which has ,:mbarked
c,n a three-year, �SJ 1nill on fuooraisi.,g campaign.. .ire working
b cha.nf e that attitude. The success cf :he campaign-indeed,
�me 5a7 the �ry =utu::e of the �nivs:s.ity-depends on creat
i .1g whai higher d.icatirn experts caJ a "culture ofphilanthro
py" on campus. TF..at mGtns inspirinf more fundr;i_sing pitches,
more fo- ancia_ c,:rimitrrents-and l=ss squeamis, ness about
c:sking for suppcrt It also mearti expbining why e-...en public
uuversi:ies neec t:J ap?Eal for i: rivatE bnds.
·'Private coil�E s are r_head cf us ii- creating tharfundraising
cub.ue,'· says Ee�n. "BJt we're getti1g more com.:ortable with
i:.''
One of the ITk.j:>r challenges is overcoming the :ierception
that pul:lic uni.vt-Eities li<e Easrern hl.i..:higan get a. I the funding

they 1- eed from state government. With states strapped for cash,
fundr-lising from private sourc'!s has become ever more crucial.
State ;ind local support for higlter education dropped S2.8 bil
lion mtionally last year, accorcing to the State Higher Education
Executive Officers. At Eastern Michigan, the share of the
Univei:sity's revenues that come from the State ofMichigan has
fallen sharply over the last deco.de. In 200 1 , the State accounted
for 54percent of the Universit: 's general fund revenues. In
201 1 , State funds will make up just 27 percent of gene:al fund
revenues. Annual support from the State has declined by 15 per
cent ever the last decade. Like Jther public universities, Eastern
Michisan hopes to make up sone of the difference by stepping
up its fundraising efforts.
Of course, students a::i.d alu,111i have been rocked by the
Jllustrati 01 by Stacy Innerst

same economic crisis that led to State spending cuts. Some
75 percent of Eastern Michigan students work part-time or
take time offfrom school to meet financial obligations. That's
one reason why the University froze tuition this year, the only
Michigan university to do so.
"Families are pressed and with Michigan going through such
hard times, it was the right thing to do," says chieffmancial of
ficerJohn Lumm. "We think it will also pay off from a business
standpoint and generate higher enrollments:'
But even in a harsh economic climate, Lumm says there is
room for Eastern Michigan to ramp up its fundraising.
"We could increase the amount of fundraising we do on
several levels. We'd like to get a higher participation rate from
our alumni base," he says. "Philanthropy has become increas
ingly important:'
Indeed, some large flagship public universities have recently
demonstrated private-college style ambitions in their fundrais
ing. At the University ofVirginia, the share of the school's bud
get that comes from state appropriations fell to just 9 percent
in 2007, while gift revenues increased 500 percent. The State
University ofNew York system launched a $1 billion campaign
in 2000. The University ofDelaware raised more than $400
million in a campaign earlier this decade.
To support such ambitions, public universities have had to
learn to lay the groundwork for philanthropy. When Beagen
began raising money for his department a few decades ago,
his first problem wasn't convincing alumni to donate. It was
fmding them. The department lacked the updated mailing lists
needed to reach out to alumni. Today, Beagen uses social media
netw'Ofks like Facebook to connect with alumni and donors.
The most visible evidence of philanthropy's growing promi
nence at Eastern Michigan was the creation of the Eastern
Michigan University Foundation in 1989. Beagen says that
some faculty resisted the move at the time, fearing that they
would be called on to raise money too often. That resistance
has disappeared in the face of new financial realities.
For Beagen, fundraising and education are not at odds, but
closely connected. In 2005, he was part of a team that created
new research fellowships for undergraduates. Students were
awarded $1, 000 and paired with faculty mentors for collab
orative research projects. The University was able to make SO
awards in the program's first three years, giving sh1dents the
kind of research experiences that graduate schools and employ
ers increasingly demand. The funds came from private sources.
"People can relate to students because everyone remembers
what it was like to be in that situation;' Beagen says. "So when
you have a story to tell about helping students find their way,
that's not a hard sell. That's building a connection between
donors and students:' I!
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s a kid growing up in Manchester, Ohio,Jack Roush
(MA70) didn't dream of a career developing high-per
A
formance race cars. He didn't even have his sights set
on the auto industry, which is surprising, considering
he's a legendary figure among NASCAR and motor sports fans.
ki fact, Roush-a performance parts pioneer, chairman of
RO.i.JSH Enterprises, acknowledged engineer
ing 5enius and member of several motor sports
hall3 of fame-wanted to fly high-performance
plaues.
' I thought I'd become a pilot with the Air
For-:e, and then become a scientist in the bur
geoting aerospace industry," says Roush, 68.

"Tu l 96L, I iLterviev,e:I with ar_ Ai: Fo-ce recruiter after gradu
ating from college w it.:i a bachElors degreE in mathematics and
nbor ir p.:i7 sics [froo Berea Co�e_ Kentuckr]. Because of
rry educ.c o:,, the Air furce th:>�t fd bE better for techni
c:c.l thing;s thc.n piloti�, so the;were going to train me to be a
fight wEa; o:,s offic:!r. l wanted to be _ n flight school, but they

LEFT:Roush is often called "The Cat in the Hat" for his trade
mar� Panama-style hat. ABOVE: Roush Fenway Racing drivers
Ricki Stenhouse Jr. (No. 6 Ford) and Colin Braun (No. 16 Ford)
battEd at the 2010 NASCAR Nationwide Series in Joliet, Ill.
RIGHT: Greg Biffle won the Pennsylvania 500 at Pocono Raceway
just r ays after Roush's July 2010 plane crash. Biffle dedicated
the v-in to his team's owner, who survived.

Copyrijll eri an C:obal / �u1osto,k
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already had all the pilots they needed."
At the same time, Ford Motor Company recruited Roush
and offered him a process engineering job at the Wayne
Assembly Plant. Roush took the job, moved with his wife
and young daughter to Michigan, and bought his first new
vehicle-a new Ford offering called the Mustang. He's been
hooked on horsepower ever since.
The quick transition from pilot's seat to driver's seat proved
fortuitous for Roush, a self-described "Mustang maniac" who
soon became connected with a group of young, performance
minded engineers interested in racing. Like the dragsters he
helped develop, Roush's career took off. Always analytical and
inquisitive, Roush has never stopped learning. He credits his
educational experiences at Eastern Michigan University with
helping him move into one of his favorite phases of his career.
Early Aptitude

Like many engineering innovators, Roush displayed a natu
ral ability for mechanics at a young age.
"When I was five years old, my dad bought an erector set for
me," Roush says. "It came with a toy wrench and screwdriver.
When we visited nearby family members on Sundays I'd bring
my little tools. Nearly every home in those days had a windup
clock, and I'd take them apart with my screwdriver to see how
24
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they worked. I went tlu·ough all of my relatives' clocks-most
didn't work when I reassembled them. But I learned something
different with each clock I took apart:'
Roush soon graduated from clocks to cars. At age 1 1, he
built his first go-cart, using wagon wheels and a lawnmower
engine.
"I had never seen a go-cart before, except in photographs,"
Roush says. "Mine went faster than most of the dogs and
bicycles in the neighborhood:'
Roush's father, Frank, encouraged his son's early interest in
mechanics, providing access to his extensive set of tools.
"My father was a jack-of-all-trades," Roush says. "He was
an electrician, mechanic, plumber and carpenter. He built the
house we lived in. He could do anything involving mechanics:'
Frank Roush also had an entrepreneurial side, but wasn't a
successful businessman. He became a coal supplier after return
ing from World War II, but emerging oil refining capabilities
significantly reduced consumer demand for coal. Then he
opened a community food locker where local farmers could
freeze and store their meats and vegetables. The advent of
larger home refrigerators and freezers cut demand for that
service. Jack never forgot his father's business struggles.
"Manchester was just a little town of2,SOO without a lot
of opportunities," Roush says. "My father eventually became

LEFT: Actor Paul Newman and Olympian Bruce Jenner have both driven
for Roush at the Roiex 24 at Daytona, a 24-hour sports car endurance
race held at Daytona International Speedway.
BELOW: Driver Matt Kenseth, the 2003 Sprint Cup champion, has been
with Roush since 1999.

::nanager of a local plant that made condensers for air condi
:ioners. Through his experiences, I learned to be skeptical of
·:Jusiness. I was apprehensive that I wouldn't be able to live
:ndependently as an adult. I decided early on to work hard
so I'd have everything I would need without having to make
sacrifices:'
Roush started saving money from a paper route. He and his
younger brother also earned money by cutting neighborhood
�awns. Later, Roush worked in an auto body shop doing paint
:epairs. He worked throughout high school as a parts clerk at a
�ocal Chevrolet dealership. By the time he graduated from high
school, Roush had saved enough money to pay his way through
college.

Fastbacks and Racetracks

As he tinkered with go-carts, Roush became fascinated with
automotive engines. By age 16, he had rebuilt one to put in his
drst car.

"An engine is like the heart of a car," Roush says. "Putting
liquid fuel in a tank and controlling air flow to generate torque
has always been fascinating to me. My first car was a 195 1
Plymouth. I found it in a garden with a blown head gasket and
weeds growing up around it. I just rebuilt an engine I got at a
junkyard, put it in the Plymouth and drove the car throughout
high school. I left it with my brother when I entered Berea
College:'
Within a few years, Roush had rebuilt several V- 8 engines
for himself and his friends. He brought those skills to Detroit
and put them to greater use when he joined a group of Ford
employees who went drag racing on weekends. They called
themselves the "Fastbacks:'
"The muscle car era was just beginning, and I quickly be
came friends with people interested in high-performance cars;'
Roush says. "I was in the Fastbacks for about five years. I did
some driving, but was mostly the engine builder's assistant:'
While Roush was helping the Fastbacks generate more
power and speed, he was also building his reputation as an
engine builder. His friends encouraged him to further develop
his knowledge in engineering science, which led him to EMU.
"I wanted to move further into engine research and devel
opment, so I got a master's degree in mathematical sciences

Courtesy ford Motorsports
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at Eastern," Roush says. "The interesting thing is, my degree
wound up ending my career at Ford. The company wanted
to keep me at the Wayne Assembly Plant as a manager on the
manufacturing side. But I wanted to be on the engineering side.
So I left Ford in 1970 and took an engineering job at Chrysler."
Six months later, Roush found himself at a crossroads. He
enjoyed the security and professional accomplishments of his
full-time job, but he felt himselfgravitating toward developing
his small business interests as a performance engineer. Seeking
a more flexible work schedule, Roush left Chrysler and became
an assistant professor of engineering at Monroe Community
College. From 197 1 - 1 972, Roush taught trigonometry, phys
ics and an array of technical courses to aspiring automotive
technicians.
"I enjoyed teaching as much as anything I've ever done in
my career," Roush says. "Besides working with young students,
it allowed me to develop my budding business ventures. My
degree from Eastern gave me the knowledge to teach those
courses and further pursue my avocation."

Promising Partnerships

In 1971, Roush and former Ford engineer Wayne Gapp
entered into a racing partnership that lasted for five years. With
Gapp as the chief driver and Roush as the engineer, the duo
won national drag racing events and several championships
with their Pro Stock racer.
Having gained considerable national attention for their
innovative engine developments, Roush and Gapp began
supplying Ford and American Motors Corporation with
engine components. By 1976, Roush had separated from the
partnership and formally struck out on his own, launching
Jack Roush Performance Engineering.
Roush continued to develop his business interests,

Chairman, ROUSH Enterprises; team owner
and CEO of ROUSH Fenway Racing

Family: Daughters Susan Roush-McClenaghan and Patricia Martinko, son
Jack Roush Jr.
Residences: Northville and Charlotte, N.C.
Honors: Inductee in the Michigan Motorsports Hall ofFame (1992); Mustang
Hall of Fame (2002), International Motorsports Hall of Fame (2006),
Michigan Sports Hall of Fame (2008) and the National Motorsports Press
Association Hall of Fame (2010). Recipient of a Distinguished Service Cita
tion from the Automotive Hall of Fame and the Robert E. Petersen Lifetime
Achievement Award (both 2010).
Favorite Drivers: ROUSH Fenway drivers Greg Biffle and Matt Kenseth.
"They've been with me longer than any other drivers."
Daily Driver: A customized 2008 Ford Crown Victoria that runs on propane.
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eventually creating several companies that combined his
engineering expertise and motor sports experience. ROUSH
Industries is a Tier One supplier of engineering and develop
ment support services. ROUSH Performance and ROUSH
Fenway Racing produce complete performance vehicles,
modular engines and high-performance parts. ROUSH
Manufacturing provides prototype and production parts,
tooling and paint services. Roush reached a high-water mark in
2006, when he employed 2,800 workers in five states, Mexico,
England and Germany.
The recent economic downturn has slowed things a bit for
ROUSH Enterprises, parent company for the Roush jug
gernaut. But while many companies have left Michigan for
brighter prospects elsewhere, Livonia continues to be the
home base for Roush's business operations.
"Over the past three decades, we never had a layoff until
the recent economic crisis," Roush says. "We contracted a bit,
closing our expansions overseas and about 1 5 percent of our
business in Michigan. But we remain heavily committed to the
state. I'm still a tenant in 35 buildings here, including our first
building on Schoolcraft Road [in Livonia]:'
Roush spends the majority of his time working as general
manager ofROUSH Fenway Racing, based in Charlotte, N.C.
Over the years, his teams have won more than 300 races and
captured titles in all three ofNASCAR's top divisions. ROUSH
Fenway currently has five full-time NASCAR Nextel Cup teams,
as well as teams in Busch Series and Craftsman Truck races.
"I've worked with many prominent drivers over the years,
but one of the most famous was Paul Newman," Roush says.
"His agent called and asked if Newman could be one of
our drivers in a 24-hour endurance race at Daytona Beach.
Newman had just turned 70 and was quite anxious. He hadn't
driven much over the previous few years and was worried that
he'd let the team down. It was interesting to witness Newman's
emotional side. But once he smelled the gas and burned rub
ber, he was ready to go. He wound up taking the checkered flag
for us and it was very exciting:'

New Challenges

Although Roush's primary focus is on racing, he remains
enthralled with airplanes. He flies his own private jet to and
from North Carolina twice a week and to about 38 weekend
races per year. He built a 120,000-square-foot hangar with
2,500 square feet ofliving space for himself in Charlotte. He
also actively restores Packard-built engines for P-5 1 Mustangs,
fighter aircraft used extensively in WorldWar II.
Roush's love for flying nearly cost him his life in 2002, when he
crashed an experin1ental open-cockpit plane on his 60th birthday.
"I was visiting friends in Alabama who offered me the

Roush splits his time between Northville and Charlotte, N.C. - and famous racetracks around the country like Watkins Glen International, N.Y., pictured above.

chance to fly the plane as a birthday present;' Roush says. "It
was designed for aerial photography, so it flew at low altitudes
at about 45 to SO miles per hour. As I circled over a small lake,
I turned and hit an unmarked set of power lines. I wound up
crashing in the lake and was trapped under the water. I don't
remember what happened after that:'
Fortunately, the plane crashed near the home of a retired
Navy SEAL, who quickly pulled Roush from the plane, saving
his life. Roush was rushed to the hospital in a coma with a con
cussion, collapsed lung and other internal injuries. Remarkably,
he quickly responded to treatment and was released from the
hospital 12 days later.
"The accident has made me a more patient person;' Roush
says. "But it hasn't made me afraid of flying:' (Editor's Note:
Roush was also involved in a plane crash in July while piloting his
private jet en route to an experimental aircraft show in Oshkosh,
Wis. He sustained serious but non-life-threatening injuries.)
Although his business partners manage most of ROUSH
Industries' daily operations, Roush himself shows no signs of
slowing down. To him, "retirement" is a foreign concept.
"When people stop accepting challenges, they die," Roush

says. "I want to continue making my Life as full as it can be."
Roush is currently experimenting with propane as an
alternative automotive fuel and believes it could potentially be
more viable than electricity.
''A lot of our propane supply is unused;' he says. "Electric
vehicles only make sense ifwe use nuclear power to generate
the electricity. Electricity generated in the traditional manner
doesn't present the benefits you'd expect, because there's a 10 to
1 5 percent loss of energy through the grid of transmission lines:'
Reflecting on his career, Roush says he's most proud of be
ing able to provide jobs and help his employees develop their
careers.
''As a young man, I worried about providing for my own se
curity," Roush says. "My greatest accomplishment is being the
catalyst for providing opportunities and helping others make
their lives more secure.
"For me, work falls into four categories: things you do for fun,
things you do for money, things you do out of moral responsibil
ity and things you do because you can do them easier and better
than anyone else. My success has come from a healthy dose of
those four elements and a strong work ethic:' I!
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W

hen Jack Kay, EMC's provost and executive vice
president, wa� just starting out in academe in the
early 1980s, he made a risky move that has e,::hoed
throughout his career.
An assistant professor of. spe�ch communication at tile
University ofNebraska-Lincoln1 he was researching the farm
crisis of the time (in manyways_ a precursor of the subprime
mortgage crisis that torpedoed the economy a quarter of a
century later) when he learned that the Aryan Nations, a white
supremacist group, wa� tr:-ring to enlist members from tl.!
farm community.
This wasn't unusual. Such organizations, Kay says, are
always on the lookout far peopfo who might be sufficiently
disaffected to join their ranks.
"I decided that I wan-:ed to find out more about how this
gro"!!P operaJed;' he says, so he spent several days a week ::iver

a three-week period at its compound in Hayden Lake, Idaho,
where the Aryan World Congress was being held.
While members of the media who had been invited by the
group to attend the event focused their attention on its more
spectacular aspects, even renting planes to cover the cross
lighting ceremony, Kay kept a low profile.

''

was more interested in their everyday operations;'
he says. "I wasn't necessarily in disguise, but I
didn't volunteer who I was. They just thought I
was someone who was interested in joining their movement.
I didn't embed myself, but I worked pretty closely with law
enforcement before going in and saw some of the folks I had
communicated with in law enforcement undercover in the
compound."
He got an eyeful, and an earful.
"In addition to the picnics and the small talk and those
sorts ofthings, they did a lot of'othering; where they tried to
distinguish themselves from the other, to be frightened of the
other," he recalls. "I heard, over and over again, about how the
Jews have controlled the Constitution. And I discovered the
book that the members all read, 'The Turner Diaries; a novel
ofwhat happens when the white revolution occurs and how
bands ofwhite warriors exterminate theJews and send the
blacks back to Africa:'
But the worst, he says, was the "Bible training" provided to
youngsters in the early elementary age group:
"The minister would hold up a caricature drawing ofwhat
was supposed to be a rabbi, a person with a yarmulke, crooked
nose, and a long beard with what looked like lice crawling
through it, and say, 'Children, what is this?' and a six-year-old
boy would raise his hand and say, 'It's aJew rabbi: The minis
ter would say, 'What do Jew rabbis do?' and a little girl would
say, 'Around our holidays, they will kidnap Clu·istian babies
and cut their throats and drink their blood:
"It made you want to crawl to get out of there:'
He did, of course, eventually get out of the compound,
but he never got his experiences in the compound out of his
mind. Not long after his stint with the Aryan Nations, he was
called upon to testify before the Judiciary Committee of the
Nebraska state legislature. Then he presented testimony to the
U.S. Civil Rights Conunission.
Even as his record of accomplishments grew- as a
leading scholar ofrhetoric and communication, and as an

I
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administrator at Wayne State University and the University of
Michigan-Flint before coming to EMU in June 2009 - he con
tinued to study and speak out about the methods, motives and
dangers of groups promoting racial and ethnic hatred.
And he became a "go-to guy" on the subject for the media.
From the time he started keeping count in 1990 until last spring,
he appeared on television news programs more than 100 times
and did more than 60 interviews for newspaper and magazine
articles.
Then his already busy life got even busier late in March, when
nine members of the Hutaree, a self-described Christian militia
movement, were arrested in Michigan, Ohio and Indiana on fed
eral charges stenuning from an aUeged plot to kill police officers.

That's why we saw things like Oklahoma City."
That's also why, in Kay's view, hate groups need to stay near
the top oflaw enforcement's to-do list. "It's important for them
to take these people seriously," be says. "I understand that there
is clearly a First Amendment issue here. Certainly these groups
have the right to speak, to have extreme views that are terrible
views, and we can't and should not attempt to prosecute them
for those views. It's when those views turn into an action, that's
when we need to go after them."
A more subtle concern is the seepage of their rhetorical style
into mainstream political discourse, a kind of cultural collateral
damage.
"The real fervent groups use Hitler's technique of dehumanization;' Kay says. "It becomes much easier to
ational Public Radio wanted to know
commit genocide if you reduce people to sub
Kay's views. So did WDET in Detroit.
"The real fervent
humans. In the debate on immigration, you're
So did annarbor.com. He was inter
hearing some of the san1e language that some of
viewed by reporters from Canada, Germany,
groups use Hitler's
these neo-Nazi groups are using:'
Sweden and Australia. And so on. What he had
In the long run, an ounce of educational
to say wasn't sensational or alarmist. In keeping
technique of
prevention will probably be worth more than a
with his demeanor and the rubrics of scholarly
pound oflaw enforcement cure.
precision, he tried to be clear about what was
dehumanization. It
"Really, this is an educational challenge," he
and wasn't happening.
says. "How do you help young people see this is
First and foremost, he differentiated be
becomes much easier not a choice to make, or that people who have
tween most militia groups and those that claim
made this choice have made tl1e wrong choice?
a divine imprimatur.
to commit genocide if Unfortw1ately, we aren't tliat good at teaching
"I really do get frustrated when there's a
history, and these folks have become far more
broad brush stroke applied to these groups," he
you reduce people to rhetorically sophisticated. Why can't those of us
says. "There's a great deal of distinction between
who want to point out how wrong they are use
religiously fervent groups like the Hutaree or
subhumans:'
words and symbols as well as tl1ey do?"
Aryan Nations and the southeast Michigan
While experience has shown him that a
militia, people who have come together to do
pedagogical pairing of the arts and history can
target practice, learn survival skills, learn how to live off the land.
work- "Seeing a play of the diary ofAnne Frank can be far more
They're not all that happy with the government but they're not
powerful tl1an reading a paragraph in a history book;' he says
out to overthrow the government. The groups that go under
he's well aware that the evidence is still largely anecdotal.
cover, that advocate violence, that advocate sedition, those are
"I have a strong belief that tl1e arts are an incredibly effec
the groups I'm talking about when I talk about dangers."
tive way of creating discussion of these situations we should be
The possibility that one of these organizations might ach1talking about, but I can't point to many research studies that
ally achieve its far-fetched dreams is not among those dangers.
show whether tl1ey're effective," he says. "How do we promote
Kay estimates that they have a combined membership of about
behaviors of civility, behaviors of understanding, behaviors of
100,000, hardly enough to pull off a revolution. But that doesn't
accepting differences? Quite frankly, I don't think we've done
make them harmless.
enough study ofwhat is effective and what isn't:'
"They desperately want attention;' he says. "They want to
Maybe it's time to revisit those farmers the Aryan Nations
show that their movement is real and has power. You do that by
tried to recruit back in the '80s.
using the tactics of terrorism to instill fear, and they have the po
Their efforts, Kay recalls, were "very unsuccessful. Farmers
tential to engage in some actions that would be pretty terrifying.
don't scapegoat:' !!I
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by Chris Azzopardi

ONE QUESTION

Even with an Eastern Mich·gan degree, we can't possibly know everything. So we tappec into the minds of our fruitful
alumni, asking graduates ro share something they know that you should, too. Among tr em were a teacher, a nurse,
a lawyer and an environm.=:ntolist-oll of whom answered the some question: "What do people in your profession
know that everyone should know?"

MUSICIAN: James Jelasic, pianist and music
professor at Northern Virginia Community College,
Virgir.ia (BMus80):
SPECIAL NOTE: Performed for U.S. presidents,
foreign heads of state, ambassadors and royalty.

"The arts are vital. With a more worldview
understanding of the iaistory and current state of the

NURSE: Amy Widrosky Stanley, pediatric nurse at Children's Hospital of
Michigan in Detroit, Livonia (BSN03):

"Spiritual and emotional well-being and health are sometimes just as important
as physical well-being. It co1n be really hard working with sick and injured children

ENVIRONMENTALIST: Jahn Hartig, manager ofDetroit
F.iver International Wildlife Refuge, Trenton (BS74, MS77):
SPECIAL NOTE: One of 16 chosen bythe Detroit Free Press
a, 2010 Michigan Green Leader�

"Ecosystemsprovide an enonnous range ofservices that
di life, including humans, depends on. The one thing I wish
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Take Five with Robin Baun
Alumni Board member, teacher, coach, recruiter
Alumni Board member Robin Baun (BS7S) has been active with
the E-Club, Eastem's alumni chapterforformer varsity athletes,
for 1 S years and was the group'sfirstfemale p resident. After
graduation, the Trenton native became a teacher while also coach
ing volleyball and softball. These days, she is a human resources
recruiter for Variant Partners, an executive search, direct hire and
contract placementfirm in Ann Arbor.

Eastern: What got you interested in being a recruiter?

Baun: I've always liked human resources, so that was my
initial interest. Then, I was displaced from a job I had
held for many years, and I just didn't want to see that
happen to other people. Plus, I love helping people
manage their careers and I like to have a positive
effect on the bottom line of a company.

Eastern: How different is it from working with stu
dents and athletes?

Baun: There's actually a commonality

there. You coach people everywhere, not
just in sports. The difference is that now
I'm trying to help people advance in
their careers, to get the most out of
their abilities, and to be prepared for
success. So, in a sense, I've really
always been a coach.

Eastern: Is there something you
know now that you wish you
would have known in college?
Baun: Definitely. I wish I would
have known all the options my
education provided for me. I
was an athlete and I majored in
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by Leah Shutes

physical education, so I really only saw one path after gradua
tion: teaching. Teaching was what I wanted to do, but maybe
ifl had been aware of some of the other opportunities-such
as physical therapy or athletic training-I would have seen
something else.

Eastern: Why did you choose to attend Eastern?

Baun: I had always wanted to be a teacher, and even back then
Eastern was the best teaching college. I knew I wanted to go
here, even without taking any campus tours. The first
time I set foot on this campus was my freshman orientation, but when I got here, I felt very at home.
To this day, I feel like I could never give back
to Eastern as much as it gave to me. I received
a fabulous education, and when I graduated, I
knew I was ready for my career. That's not something everybody can say.

Eastern: What was your most embar
rassing EMU memory?

Baun: There were a few, so that's a

hard one. But back when I went
to school, if you lived in the
dorms, you had to be in by 10
p.m. on weeknights and mid
night on the weekends. We
didn't have keys, so when the
doors got locked, no one got
in. I had some friends on the
ground floor who had agreed
to leave the window propped
for me and I got caught
coming back in that night. The
whole residence hall knew about
it by the next day. I!

1960s
Marilyn Kelly (BA60), the Michigan
Supreme Court Chief Justice, was
featured as the keynote speaker for
the Mentor a Child Forum hosted
as part of the new Ferris State
University Orphan and Foster Youth
Initiative.

Public Schools after 41 years of
service to the Ida Public School
District.
Ralph Johnston (BA70) is the new
president and chief operating officer
of the Tomophase Corporation,
a developer of medical imaging
technology based in Burlington,
Mass.

Patrick Fitzpatrick (BS64, MA66,
SPA88) is retiring after a career of 46
years as an educator and 40 years as
an administrator in the Plymouth
Canton Community School District.

Jane Darling (BFA71 ) was the
featured artist for the month of May
at the Two Twelve Arts Center in
Saline.

Howard Booth (8566, MS68)
an EMU professor in the biology
department. earned a gold medal in
pole vaulting at the World Masters
Athletics Championship held in
British Columbia, out-vaulting a
former Swedish Olympian to do so.

Dennis Hertel (BS71) is a partner
in the government relations firm
The Livingston Group and is the
president of the International
Election Monitoring Institute, which
has headquarters in Washington,
D.C., and Brussels, Belgium.

Bob Symmonds (MA66) has been
honored as Elk of the Year by the
Iron River Elks Lodge fraternity of the
Benevolent & Protective Order of Elks
of the United States of America.

Al Jagutis (BS71, MA78) has retired
after 36 years of teaching at Jefferson
High School of Monroe.

Thomas Rundquist (BS67, MA69)
author of"Psychological Index
of the Stock Market;' now has his
publication available as an eBook
downloadable on the Amazon
Kindle.
Jack Campbell (BS69, MA72) is
the managing partner of Marhofer/
Campbell Building Co. and has
received the Pillar Award as the
Builder of the Year from the Builders
and Remodelers Association of
Greater Ann Arbor.
Dee Crowe (MA69) has published a
compilation of 23 essays, including
two of her own, under the title
"Michigan Atheists Speak Out:'

1970s
Karel Bailey (BS70, MA7S) is
retiring after nine years of teaching
the visually impaired in the Pontiac
School System and 31 years of
educational service in the state of
Virginia.
Marvin Dick (BS70, MA74) is
retiring as superintendent of Ida

Robert Musial (BS71) is the
managing editor of Ford Motor
Company's magazine @Ford for
employees and retirees in North
America.
Frank Pringham (BBA71) has
joined the marketing department of
Ashworth College, Ga.
Kristy Montee (BS72) has co
authored "The Little Death" under
the pen name P.J. Parrish as another
addition to her best-selling mystery
series.
Pauline Walker (BA72) has been
named Troy's Teacher of the Year for
her exemplary service as an educator
at Athens High School, where
she teaches advanced placement
English.
Don Alsbro (MS73) was the featured
speaker for the Memorial Day
celebration of Dowagiac.
Kirk Goodlow (BS73) was selected
to speak at the Hamtramck Chapter
of the NAACP which is honoring
him as the first African American
principal of Hamtramck High School.

David Legg (BS73) is a language
arts and broadcasting teacher at
Novi High School and was a finalist
for the 201 0-201 1 Michigan Teacher
of the Year award.
Diane Zogut (BFA73) has had her
pencil drawings exhibited by the
Community House of Birmingham
throughout the month of May as the
featured Artist of the Month.
Frank Michels (B574) is a member
of the Gaylord Herald Times whose
staff has received 5 national press
awards from Suburban Newspapers
of America.
Brenda Perryman (MA74) is
directing her final musical, "The
Day the Music Died;' before retiring
from a 39-year career as an educator
in Highland Park and Southfield
schools.
John Murphy (BFA7S) is the
new director of the ceramic arts
department at the Birmingham
Bloomfield Art Center.

John Stakoe (BS75, MA96) has
been elected as executive director
to the board of trustees for the Bay
View Association in Petoskey.
Nancy Wonch (BA75). a professor
at the Thomas M. Cooley Law
School, is one of only six national
recipients of the 201 0 Rotary World
Peace Fellowship by the Rotary
International organization. She will
travel to Thailand to study peer
mediation and conflict resolution.
John Phibbs (BBA76) has retired
after 41 years as the Manager of
Records Management and Archives
for Washtenaw Community College
of Ann Arbor.
Tom Spas (B576, MS83) has retired
as the athletic director for St. Mary
Catholic Central High School of
Monroe after 34 years of service.
Ralph Carducci (MA77) is retiring
after 35 years at Monroe Public
Schools, including time as head
football coach, an administrator and
the principal of Monroe High School.
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EMU Alumni
Association Board
of Directors
President

Eric J. Brown (8503)
President-elect:

Gregory A. Sheldon (BBA96)
Parliamentarian:

Len Capelli (BBA68, MBA73)
Secretary/Treasurer:

David Mamuscia (B567, MA71)

Past president:

Gerald Gemignani (B594)
Other board members:

Trudy Adler (B501)

Patricia Andrewes (BA66)

Patrick J. Barry, Jr. (B571, MA73)
Mary E. Batcheller (B556)
Robin Baun (B575)
James J. Beasley, Jr. (BBA77)
Amanda Bennett (BSOS)
Tom Borg (B579, MA09)
Ryan Buck (B502)
Carl Christoph (MA75)

Dr. Lee Martin, Sr. (B563, MA65)
Latoska N. Price (B583, MS96)
Don Reichert (B509)
Jerome Rush (B572)

Caroline Sanders (B597, MLS02)
Andrea Shipp (MAOS)
Katrina Vanderwoude (MA91,
EDD08)

David Wanko (B595)
Thomas Wells (BBA84)
Emeritus members:

William Malcolm (B576)
W. Fred Roberts (BA56, MA68)
H.F. (Bud) Schimmelpfenneg
(B568)
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David Downey
(BS77) is the
president of
Corporate Rain
International, based
in Dallas. The
company specializes in executive
sales outsourcing.
Brad Hamilton (BS77, MA82,
SPA94) has been elected the new
superintendent of Howell Public
Schools.
Rick Reed (BBA77) has retired as
a Major League Baseball umpire
after 28 years. He worked in seven
postseasons, including the 1991
World Series between the Minnesota
Twins and the Atlanta Braves.
Rodney Slater (BS77, HPS96) is
leading an independent North
American Quality Advisory Panel for
Toyota Motor Corporation.
Hannelore Rader (SPA78) has
retired as dean of Louisville University
Libraries after 1 3 years of service.
Edward Bailey (BS79) has retired
after 31 years of service as a teacher
of the visually impaired and as an
orientation and mobility specialist
for the Commonwealth of Virginia.

Debra Mitchell (BS79) has retired
from the Mesa and Arizona Unified
School District after 24 years as a
teacher of the hearing impaired.

1 980s

Dave Cook (BBA80) is retiring as
chief financial officer for the City of
Dallas after 28 years.
Gerald Wojtala (BSSOJ has been
named the new executive director
of the International Food Protection
Training Institute in Battle Creek.
Randy Monday (MS81, SPA88) is
the new superintendent of Monroe
Public Schools.
Don Morrison (BBA81) is the new
vice president of international
markets for Foresee Results, a
company specializing in customer
satisfaction measurement and
management.

Gerald Karasinski Jr. (BBA83) has
been recognized by "Cambridge
Who's Who" for his exemplary
demonstration of dedication,
leadership and excellence in IT
application and development for
his service as IT manager of Chrysler
Group LLC.
Greg Eno (BS86) is the public
information director for the Wayne
County Commission in downtown
Detroit.
Rhonda Washington (BS86) has
had her book"Egg" published by
Xlibris and has received the 2010
Teacher ofthe Year Award from the
Calhoun Intermediate School District
in Marshall. She was also initiated
into the Battle Creek Chapter of the
Delta Kappa Gamma Society.
Robert Domm (BS87) is the author
of"Michigan Yesterday & Today"
published by Voyageur Press.

Carolyn Peterson (MA81, MPA92)
has joined Caring Alternatives, a
counseling center in Monroe.

Shelly Hendrick (BS87) is the CEO
of the Women's Caring Program of
Milford.

Dave Swenson (MBAS1 J is the new
manager of the Hurley Foundation
in Flint. He has more than 30 years of
experience working with nonprofits.

Liz Hartley (BS88, MA 1 OJ is the
new principal of Jackson' s Catholic
elementary establishment Queen of
the Miraculous Medal School.

Crusader for the Arts
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auleve "Pi" Benio (BFA75, MFA77) of
Adrian is more than an artist and
teacher. She is a tireless crusader for the
arts who has helped build a viable arts
community in Lenawee County. For her
efforts, she was the recipient of the 2010
Lenawee Arts Award.
A professor at Adrian College, Benio is a
founding member of the Lenawee Council
for the Visual Arts; a downtown Adrian art
festival called Art-A-Licious; and the Adrian
College Youth Art program.
Benio also used her creative talent to
help address the issue of hunger, leading
an "Empty Bowls" project that created more
than 500 ceramic bowls and raised more
than $ 1 1 ,000 for the local Salvation Army
food bank.

Alumni Chapter listings
Chapter name

Contact

Accounting Alumni
Athletic Training Alumni
Black Alumni

Jeff Humes (BBA04, MS04)
Corey Hojnicki (BS03)
Karinda Washington (BSOl)

Central Arizona Alumni
Chicago Alumni
Columbus Alumni
Communication, Media & Theatre Arts Alumni
Construction Management Alumni
E-Club Alumni
Greek Alumni

David Reeser (BBA08)
Stephanie Davis (BBA04, MBA06)
Justin Baby (BBAOl)
Patrick J. Barry, Jr. (BS71, MA73)
Kathryn Johnson (BS95, MS98)
Ken Behmer (BS65, MA70)
Greg Nixon (BS99)
Jennifer Rass (BS93)

Historic Preservation Alumni

Ruth Mills (MSOl)

Huron Restoration Alumni
Kensington Valley Alumni
Las Vegas Alumni
Latino Alumni
LGBT and Friends Alumni 1
Master of Business Administration Alum1i
Master of Public Administration Alumni
Music and Dance Alumni
MSHROD Alumni1
National Capital Alumni

More information: emich.edu/c l u m n i/chapters

Maynard Harris (BS53, MA59)
Jay Hansen (BBA83)
Brad Brady (BS82, MS84, MA89)
Mauricio Silva (MS03)
William Pollard (8587)
Wendy Thomas (MBA08)
Dr. Joe Ohren
Matt Kazmierski (BMEl96)
Jennifer Mack (BSOO, MS04)
Len Capelli (BBA68, MBA73)
Mike Ferens (BS86)
New York Metro Alumni
Ryan Colthorp (BSOl)
Northern California Bay Area Alumni
Ronen Bose (MBA90)
Occupational Therapy Alumni
Marge Kirchner (MOTOO)
Public Relations Alumni
Jared Meade (BS03)
Social Work Alumni
Chad Allee (BSW08, MSW09)
Southern California Alumni
Marian Bliznik (BS71, MA90)
'L�sbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender 1Mas1=r of Science in Human Resources and Organizational Development

E-mail/Web

jjhumes@gmail.com
choj63@hotmail.com
karinda.washington@emuba.org
www.emuba.org
david.reeser@gmail.com
sdavis2@gmail.com
cbus.emualumni@gmail.com
patrickjbarryjr@att.net
kajohnson@walbridge.com
kbehmer@aol.com
gnixon29@gmail.com
maxjenn@aol.com
www.emugreekalumni.org
mills@i-is.com
www.historicpreservationalumni.com
www.huronalumni.org
jasonhansenOl@comcast.net
bbkbrady@yahoo.com
silvamandu@wowway.com
wpollard@emich.edu
cob_mbaalumni@emich.edu
johren@emich.edu
mkazmie3@ypsd.org
jmack0202@gmail.com
lencapelli@aol.com
mtferens@aol.com
ryancolthorp@gmail.com
ronen2020@yahoo.com
m_kirchner1958@yahoo.com
emupralumni@gmail.com
callee@bbbswashtenaw.org
mbliznik@yahoo.com

Phone

734.564.3518
512.284.5397
734.612.9609
734.644.1868
740.965.1920
734.427.0797
313.647.6216
734.213.6840
734.699.4297
248.792.9151
810.794.9609
517.423.7026
734.420.3386
702.508.1003
734.308.3402
734.487.3113
734.474.0963
248.636.8092
703.629.4182
202.286.1369
917.806.4232
408.423.9985
517.547.7248
734.740.8460
734.845.6015
949.729.8008
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In Memoriam

Mary H . Halsworth (8533) Pratt, Kan., Feb. 25
Dolores M. Thorpe (8536) Dunwoody, Ga., Jan. 1 5
Clara E. Benghauser (8537) Black River, Feb. 1 9
Mary J. Padgett (8538) North Bethesda, Md., May 1 4
Vivian L . Esterline (8539) Coldwater, June 5
James Ross (8539) Lincoln, Neb., March 1 2
Jean F. Seid (8540) Fairhope, Ala., Dec. 1 2
Shirley A. Northrop-Pelcher (8541) Hastings, April 28
Barbara E. Forker (8542) Green Valley, Ariz., May 31
Betty C. Huntly (8545) Helena, Mont., Feb. 1 7
James A. Brodie (BA50) Saline, May 1 1
Duane J. Bondy (8551 ) New York, N.Y., April 9
Stanley Wawrzyniak (8551) Port Charlotte, Fla., March 7
Donald J. Berkley (8552) Tecumseh, April 1 0
Sarah Webster (8554) Lapeer, March 9
Virginia Alexa (8556) Meredith, N.H., Feb, 2 1
Barbara J . Losier (8556) Mount Clemens, March 1 9
Gus C . Kaselem is (8557, MA61 ) Redford, Oct. 30
Mary J. Congdon (8558) Haslett, May 1 7
Richard 0. Megahan (8558, MBE63) Oxford, March 9
Nancy L. Ticknor (BA59, MA73) Blue Water, May 1 5
Richard R. Vogt (8559, MS55) Temperance, May 29
Bob E. Prom (BS60, MA64) Brighton, March 4
Bruce C. Chapman (BA61) Detroit, Feb. 20
Delbert M. Hutson (BA62) Las Vegas, Nev., May 1
Arlene E. Roman (8562) Novi, May 1 1
Tom Snyder (BA62, MA67) Fort Myers, Fla., March 1 2
John L. Wessinger (BS62) Detroit, May 5
James E. Oyer (8563) Manistee, April 29
Homa 0. Bodary (BS64, MA74) Ypsilanti, April 1 8
John F. Clippard (MA64, SPA73) Swartz Creek, April -;_7
Ila 8, Laverdiere (BS64) Wilkes Barre, Pa., April 1 9
Marge 0. Walker (8564, MA70) South Rockwood, May 30
Patricia J. Krauss (BS65) Kentwood, May 7
Donald 0. Soule (MA65) Edmond, Okla., June 3
E. Charles Steffes (MED65) Temperance, May 25
Jerry F. Garner (MS66) Stanwood, March 31
Betty J. Miller (MA66) Gilbert, May 14
Howard 8. Schweppe Jr. (8566) Marquette, April 27
Judith A. Gallagher (8567, MA72) Zionsville, Ind., April 20
Joy Newcomer (8567) Waldron, June 2
Gerald W. Blascak (BS69, MA71 ) Wyandotte, Jan. 1 0
Edna M . Gregory (MA69) Belleville, Feb. 1 2
Edward L. Merritt (MA69) Grand Blanc, March 1 2
Cynthia J. Harkaway (8570) Macomb, April 24
Janice H. Elston (MA71) Hope, Ind., June 5

Faculty and Staff
Gordon A. Belt, an emeritus professor for the
department of teacher education, died May 1 1 .
Jack Harris, a celebrated Shakespearean scholar
and emeritus professor in the department of English
language and literature, died April 3.
Clark G. Spike (8544), an emeritus professor of
chemistry and an active leader on campus, died May 7
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Emily J. Kengle (MA71) Monroe, March 28
Lawrence P. Lamb (8571 ) Troy, Nov. 30
David G. Roman [BS71) Tempe, Ariz., May 1 7
Shirley J. Syrja (MA71 ) Harrison Township, June 5
Joseph Gellner (MA72) Dearborn, May 27
Andrea V. Munoz (BS72) Santa Cruz, Calif., April 20
Kaspar S. Fitins (8S73) Lansdale, Pa., Feb. 24
Velma I. Cornely (MA74) Waterford, April 6
Edward C. Dowd (BBA74) Sunnyvale, Calif., March 1 6
Irene Stanke (MA 74) Westland, March 1
John D. Telfer (HLW) Marion, Ohio, June 1
William T. Blair Jr. (MS7S, MA79) Flint, May 23
Edward J. Garvin (88A75) Monroe, April 1 1
David W. Harris (MA75) Keller, Texas, May 2
Michael A. Kelley (8575) Manitowoc, Wis., May 1 3
Nancy A. Saunders (MA75) Howell, March 1 1
Keith C. Miller {MBA76) West Branch, May 23
Eric T. Dillard (BS77) Detroit, Feb. 25
Deborah M. Morrow {BBS77) Williamsburg, Dec. 1
Sandia K. Love (BS79) Ann Arbor, April 9
Daniel Coe (8580) Canyon Country, Calif., May 1 4
Charlotte A . Horrigan {BFA80) Hernando, Fla., June 1 5
Betty J. Kuehn (MASO) Lees Summit, Mo., Feb. 25
Gerald Reed (8580) Dexter Township, April 27
E. Jane Esdale (BA81) Lumberton, N.C., Feb. 24
Jeffrey L. Potter (8581) South Lyon, June 21
Larry G. Gibson (B583) Ann Arbor, Apr. 1 5
Halyna T. Szewczuk (8583) Ann Arbor, May 3
Ava S. Gilzow (MA84) Ann Arbor, May 28
David L. Vanier {MA84) Coarsegold, Calif., Dec. 9
David A. Hicks (8BA85) Ypsilanti, April 5
Donald F. Horst (88A85) Harbor Springs, May 1
Michael G. Martel (BFA85) Colchester, Vt., May 3
Karen I. Schwark {BAE86) Livonia, Feb. 7
James G. Thero (8586, MLS90) Traverse City, April 28
Karl S. Wideman (MS87) Negaunee Township, April 27
Robert C. Engel Sr. (BBA88, MBA91) Monroe, April 27
Cynthia R. Kahn (8A92) Orlando, Fla., June 6
Ruth Kuchuk (8594, MLSOO) Drummond Island, March 21
Matt T. Gillette (8596) Edinboro, Pa., April 30
Alex A. Bossary (8BA98) Ann Arbor, May 7
Gail J. Sharley {MSW99) Ann Arbor, Feb. 27
Mary L. Irwin {88A03) Traverse City, Feb. 1 3
Austin M . Thomas (8503) Ann Arbor, March 22
James Bonneau (8506) Jackson, March 9
Brandon R. Rapp (8508) Ann Arbor, March 1 2

Student Athlete

Jeff Reaume
Former EMU All-American golfer Jeff Reaume
died on June 11. Reaume, a 2009 inductee into
the EMU Athletic Hall of Fame, led the then-Hurons
to a sixth-place finish at the 1972 NCAA College
Division nationals and an 1 1th-place finish in
1971.

Lynn Klammer {MS88) has authored
the fifth book published in her
preschooler's series "God and Me:'
Michael McGunagle (BBA89, 8594)
is the new marketing director for the
THI Corporation which focuses on the
automotive aftermarket industry.

1 990s
Martha Burczyk (BA90, MS07) has
published her book "Warren: Images of
America" through Arcadia Publishing.
Patricia Majher (MS90) is the new
editor of"Michigan History Magazine."
Tim Colbeck (8591) is the new
director of the Ypsilanti Downtown
Development Authority.
Judith Marie Krey {MS91) of
Waubonsee Community College in
Sugar Grove, 111., has been recognized
by "Cambridge Who's Who" for
her exemplary demonstration of
dedication, leadership and excellence
in higher education.
Eric Rass (BBA91, MBA95) has been
appointed to the Zoning Board of
Appeals for the Village of Beverly Hills.
LeSha Thorpe (BBA91) is the new
chief financial officer for the Ohio
Masonic Home of Springfield, Ohio.
Keith Heningburg
(BS92, MA94) is the
ethnic studies
coordinator for
Sacramento College of
the Los Rios
Community College District, Calif.,
where he is also a professor of history.
His book, "Readings in US History:
African American Emphasis," is in its
second edition.
Richard Carsten (MA93) has been
elected as the new superintendent of
Ida Public Schools.
Diane Molitierno (8594) has joined
the Molitierno Law Office of Fayette,
Ohio.
Danielle Waske (8594) is the
president and owner of two
Georgia-based companies-ONT
Environmental Services Inc. and
Evergreen Waste LL(, the latter of

A Pioneer in Women's Basketball
Former EMU star Byrd is an assistant coach in the WNBA

by David Driver

aurie Byrd, the first women's
L basketball player at EMU to have

a full scholarship in the sport,
recalls a road trip she made with the
then-Hurons as a sophomore. During
a snowstorm the team drove to
Evanston, Ill. to play Northwestern. "I
remember getting sick and going to the
hospital after the game," Byrd says. The
coach drove the team back to Ypsilanti
after she got out of the hospital.
Life is much different for Byrd
today. She coaches in the WNBA, per
haps the top pro league for women in
the world. She observes that Division I
women's basketball today "is a huge dif
ference. The locker rooms are upgrad
ed." Byrd, the only full-time assistant
coach for the New York Liberty during
the 2010 season, says, "Each person has
her own space with her name on the
locker."
So does Byrd consider herself a pio
neer? "You know what? 1 do. Looking
back, we had to ride vans and buses and
had one pair of shoes," says Byrd, the
EMU MVP as a freshman. "We never
went outside of the area to play. Now
they fly (to games) and have shoe spon
sors, things like that. They should feel
blessed and fortunate since they have
more scholarships."
Byrd marvels at how far the women's
game has come. "I was blessed. I was
in the era of Title IX," she says. "The
atmosphere of being on a campus ... I
never would have thought of going to

Byrd never thought of going to college before being recruited to attend EMU. The first full-scholarship
athlete in women's basketball at Eastern, she set a scoring record that stood foryears.

college. Going to Bowen Fieldhouse at
EMU, I had never seen an arena that
big. Coach Kathy Hart took me around
the school and we met different teach
ers. They were welcoming."
Byrd grew up in Flint, where some

of her brothers were boxers in a club
run by their parents. Byrd was the third
of eight children and the first to attend
college. "Coming from a boxing family,
I always loved to work out," she says.
"We all grew up with it."

continued on page 41
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which was recognized by "Waste
Age Magazine" as one of the top 100
waste companies in the nation.
Jonathan Dwoskin (BS95) has been
promoted to regional manager of
the Detroit and Grand Rapids offices
of the real estate investment services
firm Marcus & Millichap.
Jenny Tatsak (BS95, MA97, PHD06)
has joined Walsh College ofTroy as
an assistant professor of business
communications.
Maubra Foster (BS96) is a registered
nurse for Advocate Lutheran General
Hospital in Park Ridge, Ill., and has
been recognized by "Cambridge
Who' s Who" for her exemplary
demonstration of dedication,
leadership and excellence in nursing.
Jennifer Powell (MA96) has
published her first book, "What I Saw
on Mackinac;' an artistic counting
book for toddlers.
Dan Heikka (BS97) has been
recognized by the sports staff of
The Monroe Evening News as the
Monroe County Region Coach of
the Year after leading the Milan
High School boys swimming team
to a Huron League championship
and a sixth place finish in state
competition.
Monique Perdue (BFA97) is the
creator of By Moe Styles and has
been recognized with a weddingwire.
com 201 0 Brides Choice Award.
Winners were chosen after surveying
more than 500,000 newlyweds.

2000s
Jodi Howe Keller (BSOO) has
graduated with a master's degree in
business administration from Xavier
University of Cincinnati, Ohio.
Marques Thomey (BSOO) has been
promoted to department manager
and maintenance planner with the
Wayne County Airport Authority of
the Detroit Metro Airport.
Tom Barthel (BAOl} has published
his first book,"Dogscaping: Creating
the Perfect Backyard and Garden for
You and Your Dog;' through BowTie
Press.
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T.J. Ansley (BS02) is the digital
content editor for The Columbus
Crew, a Major League soccer team,
and is responsible for the team's
digital and social media efforts.
Caryn Patrias Hojnicki (BS02)
has been named the junior varsity
volleyball coach for Hillsboro
High School of Hillsboro, Ore. She
is also the graduation and room
scheduling coordinator in the office
of the registrar for the University of
Portland.
Marianne Huff (MSW02) is the new
executive director of the Allegan
County Community Mental Health
Agency.
Jessica Mehl (BS02) is the assistant
dean of law admissions at The
University ofToledo College of Law,
Toledo, Ohio.
Danielle Lewon (MS03) received
the 201 0 Arthur H. Mattingly Award
in Historic Preservation from the
department of history of Southeast
Missouri State University for her
distinguished professional service as
a graduate in her field.
Ryan Mcleod (MA03) has been

appointed as the new principal of
Monroe High School in the Monroe
Public School District.
Amanda Tikkanen (BS03) is the
assistant property manager of
the Brookville Reservoir in the
Whitewater Memorial State Park
Complex for the Department of
Natural Resources of Brookville, Ind.
Jami Krause (BS04) is the founder
and executive director of the
community theatre Dynamic Stage
Productions in Canton.

varsity baseball coach for Andover
High School of the Bloomfield Hills
School District.

of the Michigan Association of
Counties.
Craig Duppong (BS06) was
inducted into the Wayne State
Athletic Hall of Fame.

Brittany Hartwig (BMTOS) has
joined State of the Heart Hospice
based in Coldwater, Ohio, as a
musical therapist.

A.fton Williamson (BS06) has
assumed the role of"Susan"in the
Broadway musical "Race:·

Matt Cheely (BS09) has earned a
position on the lineup of the Sig
Sauer official competitive shooting
team, Team Sig.

Ben Bigelow (MFA07) had his
artwork entitled "Search and
Searching" exhibited by Mott
Community College's Fine Arts
Gallery.

Byron Lucia, Jr. (BS04) is a cancer
survivor and graduate of Liberty
University of Lynchburg, Va., with a
master's degree in human services
business.

John Michrina (MPA07) has retired
as Monroe' s police chief and is now
the new city manager and clerk for
Center Line in Macomb County.

Jay Arbaugh (SPAOS) has been
elected as the new superintendent
of Keystone Local Schools in
LaGrange, Ohio.

Cynthia Mullins (BS07) has
graduated with a juris doctorate
from the Thomas M. Cooley Law
School of Lansing.

Richard Diebold (EDDOSJ was

Mike Boyd (BS08) is the new head

named superintendent of the
Charlevoix-Emmet Intermediate
School District in Central Lake.
MoReno Taylor II (BBAOS, MBA07)
is the new legislative coordinator

Kristopher Felice (BS09) has joined
CAS-MI Laboratories and the CAS-MI
Innovation Center of Ypsilanti as a
chemist and coatings technologist.
Kelly Knick (BBA09) is the director
of Creative Characters Youth Theatre
in Allen Park.
Michele Montour (BFA09) has her
artwork on display in the "Art on
the House" exhibit incorporating
artwork into the work environment
of legislators in Lansing.

A

ll Class Notes submissions should include your name, address, e-mail
address, phone number, degree(s) and year of graduation.
Mail to: Eastern M1ch1gan University Office for Alumni Relations, 1 349 S.
Huron St., Suite 2, Ypsilanti, Ml 48197, or use our online submission form
at emich.edu/alumni/association/classnotes.

20th Annual Teaching Excellence Awards

The MEEMIC Insurance Company and The Krumm Agency, LLC are proud to partner with the Eastern Michigan University
Alumni Association and Office for Alumni Relations in presenting the 20th Annual Teaching Excellence Awards to recognize
outstanding teaching in the classroom. Honorees include: Mary L. Brake (School of Engineering Technology), Angela L.J.
Hwang (Accounting and Finance), Ted J. Ligibel (Geography and Geology), Sheila M. Most (English Language and Literature),
Denise E. Pilato (School ofTechnology Studies), Raymond A. Quiel (Communications, Media and Theatre Arts), and Raymond
A. Rosenfeld (Political Science/Master of Public Administration).

Mary L. Brake

Angela L.J. Hwang

Ted J. ligibel

Sheila M. Most

Denise E. Pilato

Raymond A. Quiel

Raymond A. Rosenfeld

Awards will be presented to each honoree on Saturday, October 30 at 9:30 a.m. in the Student Center Ballroom. Friends
and guests are invited to join us in honoring these distinguished professors. Tickets for the event are $ 1 5 per person and
$8 for students. For more information or to R.S.V.P. contact the Office for Alumni Relations at 734.487.0250 or by e-mail at
alumni.relations@emich.edu.
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A Tradition for 49 Years
Personal and professional accomplishments distinguish Eastern alumni
a corporate development
firm and investor, and found
ing sponsor of the Blessing
Basket project, which works to
reduce poverty in developing
countries.
Thomas is a senior execu
tive consultant in legal and risk
management operations for
Building Materials Holding
Corporation, an emeritus direc
tor of Habitat for Humanity
Detroit and chair of the EMU
Foundation Board of Trustees.
This award goes to alumni
who have achieved extraordi
nary distinction in their chosen
field, demonstrated exceptional
service to humankind and main
tained a continuing interest in
EMU. Generally, they have been
graduates of EMU for more than
25 years.
2010 Alumni Award winners, L-R: Ellis Clark, Renita Clark; Dara T. Munson; Robert Skandalaris; Maureen E. Thomas, Esq.;
Ralph R. Pasola; Molly Luempert-Coy; George L. Cogar, Ph.D.

ight Eastern Michigan
University alumni were hon
ored in style at the 49th Annual
Alumni Awards dinner, EMU's
premiere alumni event. The din
ner, hosted by the EMU Alumni
Association, was held Saturday,
May 8, at the Ypsilanti Marriott
at Eagle Crest. The awards
honor Eastern Michigan alumni
who have demonstrated the
value of their college education,
exceptional service to human
kind and an ongoing interest in
the University.
This year's recipients were:
E

The Alumni Achievement
Award: Leon Stanley Clark,
Jr. (BS95), Molly Luempert
Coy (BS91, MS92), and Dara T.
Munson (BS96)
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Clark was a vice president
with Prestige Automotive
Group and helped it secure
a Mercedes- Benz dealership.
His award was presented
posthumously. Luempert-Coy
is a civic-minded regional
relations manager for DTE
Energy who has been honored
by that company for customer
service. Munson, president
and CEO of Big Brothers Big
Sisters of Metropolitan Detroit,
focuses on the needs of at-risk
children professionally as
well as through her volunteer
activities.
The Alumni Achievement
Award is given to alumni who
have achieved distinction
in their chosen field, clearly

demonstrated the value of their
college education, and main
tained a continuing interest in
EMU. Generally, they have been
graduates of EMU for 10-25
years.
The Distinguished Alumni
Award: George L. Cogar,
Ph.D. (BS74, MA77), Robert
Skandalaris (MS76), Maureen
E. Thomas, Esq. (BSSl)

Cogar is a psychologist and
private investor who recom
mended a special Veterans
Administration program to
treat female Vietnam War
veterans with post-traumatic
stress disorder.
Skandalaris is chairman and
founder of Quantum Ventures,

The Dr. John W. Porter
Distinguished Service
Award: Ralph R. Pasola
(BS71, MA77, MLS86),
Laurence N. Smith (HPS99)

Pasola began volunteering
at the University under Porter
and kept on going, earning accolades from multiple
departments on campus. Smith
is emeritus vice president,
University Marketing and
Student Affairs, and an emeritus
member of the EMU Foundation
Board of Trustees. He co
authored "Eastern Michigan
University: A Sesquicentennial
Portrait."
The Dr. John W. Porter
Distinguished Service Award is
given to individuals who have
made an outstanding contribu
tion to EMU or to the Alumni
Association. E!

continued from page 37

A guard, Byrd scored a
then-record 602 points in
26 games for EMU during the 1981-82 season.
After college, she played in
the American Basketball
League and the Women's
Basketball Association. She
then played seven years
overseas, and scored 69

Coach Laurie Byrd

points in her first game in
Switzerland. She also played
in Italy, Sweden and Spain.
She began coaching at the
University of Detroit Mercy
in 1999; later, she was an
assistant for the Detroit
Shock, and was part of the
2003 WNBA title team. She
was the director of player
personnel for the Houston
Comets in 2007 and was an
assistant coach for the team
in 2008.
She joined the staff of
New York head coach Anne
Donovan after serving as an
interim assistant coach for
the Liberty in the second
half of the 2009 season.

Donovan had been a college
star at Old Dominion and
was a former coach in the
WNBA with Seattle, at the
time Byrd was with Detroit.
"It has been a great experi
ence," Byrd says of coaching
in New York. "Our fans are
just great. New York was
averaging over 10,000 fans
per game in late July to lead
the league."
Essence Carson, a guard/
forward for the New York
Liberty, loves playing for
Byrd. "She is very profes
sional. She is the energizer
bunny," Carson says. "She
makes sure we bring energy
at all times. She is a very
good coach."
Byrd laughed when she
was told of Carson's com
ments. She credits her par
ents for her upbeat attitude.
"My parents have always
been positive. I love helping
people. Ifl stay positive,
other people stay positive,"
she says.
Byrd has kept in touch
with several of her former
EMU teammates. One of
them, Denise Allen (BS99),
also grew up in Flint and
became a police officer, and
made trips to Auburn Hills to
see Byrd when she was an as
sistant with the Shock. Allen
was a Class of2009 inductee
into the EMU Athletic Hall
of Fame; Byrd was inducted
in 1993. I!

The Core of Quality
In a world ofcomplexity, the basics and the mindset are crucial
"l A ]hile in Japan serving in the Armed Forces in the
1980's, I decided I would attend EMU when I com
pleted my enlistment. The College of Technology offered
a curriculum that included robots, computer numerically
controlled (CNC) machines, programmable logic controllers
(PLC), computer programming, digital electronics and other
skills used in manufacturing processes. Much of my studies
focused on the operation and integration of this technical
hardware. In the Control and Instrumentation class, Dr.
Kanagy taught that improving a
process involved more than just
throwing dollars-or the newest technology-at a situation.
Kanagy's point seemed counterin
tuitive at the time, but it helped me
understand that solving a problem
takes an improvement mindset.
I was intrigued by the challenges
of raising performance, so I chose
quality as my career field.
The positive impact of tech nol
ogy is undeniable, but an improve
ment mindset gets to underlying
processes. Not long ago, I expe
rienced this in mountain biking.
Since childhood, my bikes have
had multiple gears, but I had heard
that riding a single-speed moun
tain bike was better, and made
riding more rewarding. How was this possible? Doesn't rid
ing on steep hills or challenging terrain require the advan
tage of multiple gears? After I rode a single-speed mountain
bike, the reasoning became clear. First, I made gains in
strength and stamina that would not have occurred ifI were
relying on an assortment of gears. My mental awareness of
trail conditions increased. With the single-speed, building
and sustaining momentum for hill climbing is paramount;
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by Kevin Rice

downshifting is not an option. Likewise, loose gravel, sand
and exposed tree roots that could slow or stop a bike demand
more attentive steering. I was surprised to find that the
single-speed enriched my mountain biking experience as I
became more fit and more connected with the outdoors. The
lesson extends beyond mountain biking: refocusing on the
basics makes possible surprising gains and satisfaction.
A few years ago I learned about an opportunity to
make a contribution to Eagle Nation-as adjunct faculty
teaching a quality class. The
decision wasn't easy. Where
in my already-busy schedule
would I find time to plan les
sons, commute, grade papers,
and communicate with stu
dents? More importantly, could
I create a learning experience
that students would value and
use in their future endeavors?
My wife, a teacher, encouraged
me to try it. Few of my experi
ences compare to the pressure
of teaching a college class for
the first time. But improve
ments became noticeable when
students began demonstrating
their new understanding in
classroom discussion, written
assignments and presentations.
The improvement level escalated when students shared
how they applied learned lessons outside of EMU.
For me, teaching EMU students the quality theory,
tools, and systems that catalyze improvement completed
a cycle started when I was an undergraduate. This cas
cade began with feedback about improvement from Dr.
Kanagy; the understanding from this lesson continues to
serve me in my personal and professional pursuits. I!
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- Big Bucks for College
Family Connections ho will be next? For 40 years, the EMU Alumni
Association Scholarship has provided a means
for children and grandchildren of alumni to continue
the Eastern legacy. Derek Spinei, the son of Dean
(BBA68) and Theresa (MA73) Spinei, is a current Alumni
Association Scholar. Derek is pursuing a master's degree
in historic preservation and also works at the Ypsilanti
Historical Society.
Spread the word: freshmen, sophomores or transfer
students who are children or grandchildren of alumni
are eligible to apply. The amount is $1,250 per academic
year, and it may be renewed for up to four consecutive years for a maximum of $5,000. A graduate-level
Alumni Association Scholarship is also available to legacy
students who will be enrolled as first-semester graduate
students in Fall 201 1 . The amount granted is $1,250 per
academic year, and it may be renewed for two consecu
tive years for a maximum of $2,500.
For complete scholarship guidelines, requirements
and an application, visit emich.edu/alumni/awards/
scholar.html. Contact the Office for Alumni Relations at
734.487.0250 or alumni.relations@emich.edu for more
information.
W
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__fb_oto Gallery

TOP LEFT: Curre111 stude-its and members of so,.,R (Student O ·ganization for Alumni Re-a· io1;) gre=t guests 3t the Al Jmni Awards May 8.
Pictured with Swo::>p (L-F) are Caitlin Burns, Shayna Rodriguez, Emi Cummings (BA08) an:l . an�tt W,dcy.

TOP RI GITT: Studs,ts, alllmni, faculty and staff celebrate the 4)th anniversary of the Sc� oJI o· Soci;,I 1//ork ata June r�ception at University
House. Pictured (_· R) are ,ocial work ah.mni chai:,:er president :had Allee (BSW08, MSWO::>; /!r n Al\l,lrEz, school of soda I work director; and
Kathy Stev,art (M3N10), social work alumni chapter board meraber.

ABOVE LEFT: The Dccupation3f Therapy Chapte1 hosted a soc.al at the American Occupat ore! Tho,!·ai:y Association's.innual conference for

alumni, students and facJlty. Pictured , _-R) are fa:ulty meMbers Gretchen Reeves, Andrea Za-cajse� (8501), Jcyne Yatczak (BS95,MS04), Valerie
Howells (8574), 2nd Elizabeth Francis-Connolly (i11ducted a; a Fellow of the AOTA).
ABOVE RIGHT: P·oudly �Orting their "0%" T-shirts are Diane Fockall and Art Rockall (MA95;.The CS, cf cour.;e, refers to the 0-0-0 initiative,
whereby Eastern 1-eld the line on tuition, room, ooard and fees for the 201 C-2011 acadenic ye.ir-tl-e only uri11ersity i1 Michigan to do so. The
Rockalls were amcng the guests at the opening cf the Jean No:ile Parsons Centerfor thE S.:ud:- of A ·t 1W1d Scio,!nce (seE p. 10).

ABOVE LEFT: Jud,. Dow 'lumelhart anc Joseph end Beth F tzsio1mons were on hand fort t-e U 1iversit I s kickoff of the $50 million comprehen

sive "INVEST. INSPfflE." ftridrai;ing carnoaign (errufoundation.::>rg). Support from the ,:a·rnai!;n 'Nill a bw EMU to susl.ain its current excellence
while also investi,g strat=g cally in new resources and prograns.
ABOVE RIGHT: T,e Las \.egas Alumni Chapter's board meml::e<s volunteer to support a rec yo•th. P ctured (L-R) are Jcrnes Todd (BS03),
Deanna Knight (E�04), Kctheri'te Schla;iheck (BA�07), and Brae Brady (BS82, MS84, MA89:.
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ABOVE: More than 500 students anc alumni attended the arn..ial Greek.A..vards following a rece,::tic::n for Greek Alumni O·.a )ter members

and group adviser; Pictured are me:nbers of Alpha Kappa A p,a soroit;,, 1L-R): Chezarae Varner, Darielle Clair (8509), Brittcri Brown, Ashleigh
Robins:rn, Mable Shoman (adviser), l"atrice Suggs, Kourtney I.bore an:! 3r ttany Galloway.

ABOVE LEFT: Stat"! 5enator Bruce Petterson, sporting an EMIJ :ie, visic '"lith Bill Morris (8564, MA68: Provost Jack Kay and A)e Karam (8562,
MBA651 during thE k.mcheon at the cnnual EMU Day in Lansin£. Stude,t:5, staff, faculty an:l alumni advocated for EMU by rrE-eting with law
maker= to promotf! :CMU's 0-0-0 initi Jtive and request a capital outlay ::ir:iject for Strong 1-'all. To join the EMU Caucus, visit :a!rnich.edu/
govrel.1tions/. ABO JE RIGHT: EMU F oundation Board Emeri·l6 Trustee ,arold "Bud" Sch mmelpfer ,eg (8568) attends thE- £ rand opening of
the EM.J Indoor Pr:i- :tice Facility, Jun: 2010.
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9 A.M.-NOON

10 AiM.-NOON

Ea:gl es Landing Fan Zone:

EMU Alu ,mi
"Go Green "' lailgate:

EMU vs. Ohia Hanecoming
Football Ga111e:

10 a.m.-noon, ......est side of
Rynears : n Stadium. Enjoy
food, music, cl"eerleaders,
fun activities for children and
EMU giveaway ite "11s. Proceeds
benefit the EflfU Alumni
Associ.u:ion Scholarship
Fund. All alumni and friends
are welccme. IFilFO: alumni.
relatio- s@emk:h.edu or

Noon � icb-=t. llyn :!arson
Stadium. Cheer e n the Eagles
to victory Oler the Bobcats.
EMU welcome;. back and
honors the 1 960 fo :)tball team
and the :lass of 1 S 60 during
the pre-gare sh :11,1. TICKETS:
e 'TIUti:<.com :,r
J 3L.4B7,; :a2

9 a.m.-noon, Nest side of
Rynearson Stac ium. You'll
fin :! live entertainment,
food cS beverages, Fan Zone
acti\·rt es, spec al offers from
our sponsors, a ,d much more
in t his �n-friendly area. Game
ticket requjred for entry. INFO:
734.487.3642

T:4.487.0250
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